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Marriott Unionization Vote Passes, 63-40
Marriott employees, management, union representatives,
students and faculty waited
anxiously as the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB) representative counted the votes for
unionization in the Washington Room last Thursday. The
end result was 63-40 in favor of
unionization.
Laura Moye, the lead representative of Local 217 in the
Trinity campaign, attributed
the union's victory to "serious
commitment on the part of the
workers over the past three
days." The workers extend their
gratitude to the "faculty and
students, who supported and
encouraged [their] efforts."
Marriott management declined to comment after the
election.
Over the week, the amount of
union activity as well as management activity had increased.
Students sat outside Mather
with union propaganda, ranging from a letter signed by 31

on Tuesday. Two sessions were
to be held simultaneously, one
for English-speaking employees
and one for Spanish-speaking
employees. No translators were
present for the Italian or Vietnamese workers.
According to Tim Smith, Regional Director of Educational
Services for Marriott Food Services, Inc., the intent of the "informational meetings" was for
Marriott management "to address questions ranging from
benefits to procedural." He and
the other Marriott officials and
representatives planned to
show a video entitled "Union
Free" and. to address any questions or concerns of the employees.
However, one of the first
meetings was thwarted when
an employee asked that a representative from the union be
present at the meeting to defend
the opposing side. Interested
members of the Trinity community including Dr. Stephen
M. Valocchi, Associate Professor
of Sociology, Gaia DiLoreto'96,
Laura Moye, and various other
faculty members and students

represented. One of the professors insisted that since Trinity
College is an academic institution, the information dispersed
should be "open, free and honest." DiLoreto '96 also emphasized that it was a student
interest and said, "I have a right
to know. My money pays for
their salaries." The group also
declared that they were present
due to the fact that the "workers
wanted them there." Management then was advised to call
Campus Safety. Brian Kelly
spoke with Smith and informed
him that the administration
strongly discouraged any type
of confrontation. Thus, according to Smith, the meetings are
"postponed."
After the postponement, Professor Valocchi returned with
his class to speak with Smith
about the purpose of the meetings and about unions.
Smith said that the union
took to measures of harassment:
"calling late at night, leaving
inappropriate notes in places
where other employees would
see, and calling other employees
names,"
^ ^

forts to a collection of statements by Marriott workers
voicing the reasons why they
supported the union.
Management attempted to
hold seven "mandatory meetings" for all employees throughout the morning and afternoon

were confronted by Marriott
representatives.
Marriott management denied this request for permission
to listen to the presentations,
saying that it was a Marriott
meeting and they were not required to have the other side

the employees complained of
harassment by the union.
As a result of the vote favoring unionization, the next step
is collective bargaining, where
the union and management determine labor contracts for
unionized employees.

BY ANNEMARIE PEIL

Editor-in-Chief

Candidates For Director Of
Religion Center Are Reviewed
BY WHITNEY POMEROY

Managing Editor

After reviewing theapplications of 63 individuals, the
Search Committee for a
Founding Director for the
Center for Religion in Public
Life has narrowed its search to
four finalists.
Plans for the creation of the
Center were announced last
November, at which time the
Search for a founding director
began, Frank Kirkpatrick,
Charles A, Dana Research Professor & Professor of Religion,
is the Chair of the Center for
-Religion Search Committee.
Kirkpatrick explains that
the main focus of the Center

will be the role that religion
plays within society. Scholars in
related fields will be invited to
come to the Center for a terra, a
year, or a two year period, in
which time they will conduct
research and possibly teach
classes.
"Religion is a central phenomena in human life — the
Presidentbelieves this, and I believe this," said Kirkpatrick.
Furthermore, Kirkpatrick holds
that Trinity College, given Its religious history dating to the
school's inception and its aca~
demic setting, would be the
ideal place to study the phenomena of religion i n public
life.
Ron Spencer, Associate Academic Dean and Lecturer in

History, also on the Search
Committee, was the person to
draw up the initial "blue
prints" for the Center, "The
various manifestations of religion are having a big impact
on public life in the United
States, as well as in other
countries... Given the high
quality of Trinity we have an
obligation to help illuminate
important social issues, for
the student body and the faculty, as well as for the public,"
Spencer said. TheCenter will
sponsor the kinds of high
quality activities, such as conferences and symposia, "that
will help to bring favorable
notice to the college," Spencer
added.
see RELIGION an page 8

Marriott workers and others celebrate the
After the election, according
to Laura Moye, Marriott Management stated that the
struggle was not yet over. This
was confirmed by several
anonymous Marriott workers.
According to another, "[Management has] said, 'It's not over yet'

MATTHEW PRINCE

and 'It's going to be a long time
'til we get a contract."
In the meantime, according
to worker sources, management
is "trying to intimidate. They're
taking away things that were
promised — that we earned."

Academic Affairs
Passes Motions
BY ELIZABETH PERRY

News Editor

The Academic Affairs Committee recently passed two motions that will affect the way
GPA is calculated and considered by Trinity.
The first motion has to do
with honors in general scholarship and the second with post
matriculation transfer credit.
They were part of a trio of motions that have been considered
and passed this year. The first,
passed earlier this year, had to
do with the amount of time
Trinity students need to spend
actually on campus.
The current policy concerning honors in general scholar-

ship is that the honor is granted
either to students who have a
10.0 or are in the top three percent of the graduating class.
Whichever involves a smaller
number of students becomes
the criteria.
The new policy, which will
come into effect with the class
of 2000, will grant honors in
general scholarship to any student with aGPAofl0.3or above.
This new format will set a standard for what honors involves
and will make the policy more
clean cut. In addition, the
change "keeps competition
where it belongs...that is, with
the student," commented Dr.
Kathleen Kete, Assistant Professor in History and Chair of the
see MOTIONS on page 7
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What's Wrong With This Picture?
HE THEME FOR MARCH has been

intro- sistencies. This is a call for the Student Govspection, as the College finds itself ernment Association to awake from its narcisengaged in the reaccreditation pro- sism.
cess, determining who will become the new
The cynical among us would contend that
dean of faculty, the appointment of a new this election makes it painfully obvious how
chaplain, to name a few. Likewise, the Stu- the SGA is the token "government club," where
dent Government Association will hold its the students can pretend that they are makelection for the upcoming officers for the ing decisions, while the grown-up administranext academic year. If the reader were to turn tors make the real decisions. But this need not
to page seven of this week's issue, he would be the case. Although students are traditionnotice that all positions are uncontested, save ally at Trinity for no more than four years, there
for the office of president.
have been consistent concerns that we have
Each of the candidates, minus Roundtree, had. One is rapport with the faculty, adminishas previous experience serving on the SGA tration and trustees. With good rapport estabsenate, and each lists that as an asset. Is it lished, we will then increase the likelihood of
really? If the students are so dissatisfied with being included in whatever decision-making
the direction (or lack thereof) that student processes which we are currently excluded
government has had, then are the best can- from. But the pathetic fact that so few candididates for any serious change those who are dates are contesting these four positions does
intimately associated with the senate? Per- not lend any credence to the student governhaps what is most telling about the candi- ment association, so why should the faculty
dates is that they cite the biggest problem or administration believe it to be the "true voice
facing the SGA as those dealing with consti- of the students"?
tutional and procedural changes. Long gone
Perhaps the answer does reside in the "Trinare the days when the perceived biggest is- ity Government" proposal, where one-third
sue facing the senate is external; rather those faculty, one-third administration and oneseeking candidacy point inwards. Even if third students comprise the quorum. But if
SGA's internal inconsistencies were resolved, this idea comes to fruition, perhaps the role of
what difference does that make on student SGA will not be as Provitera speculates ("the
life as a whole? Minus the few who sit on the vehicle that students use to voice their
senate (and even within that group, only a opinon"), but rather the Trintiy Government
select few), never does the student body, would render the SGA perfectly useless. As demuch less the greater Trinity community, scribed, the Trinity Government would have
lose sleep worrying about the SGA's incon- equal representation among students, faculty

and administration, and the dialogue that we
seek with the administration and faculty—
where our voice is heard and we are given
direct information in a prompt fashionwould exist within the Government. So what
reason, aside from resume bolstering, would
the SGA have to perpetuate its existence?
So what issues face the new student government? Student wages, cost of food plans,
extending library hours, the limited hours of
operation for the Office of Institutional Research and Records, the effect that adjuncts
have on the curriculum, installing more dollar-bill change machines throughout the
campus, eliminating all office spaces in dormitories, establishing a cluster of computers
on the north side of campus, transforming
the Koeppel Student Center into a student
center, rewriting the Student Handbook so
that students are inclined to read it, reducing the cost of a load of laundry, more and
cheaper soda machines distributed throughout campus, reassessing the on- and off-campus shuttles' services, establishing the
much-discussed used-book exchange program, installing printers on the north side of
campus or perhaps intermittently in the
dorms, as well as the usual duties of electing
students to sit on faculty and trustee committees.
The point is, from the mundane to the lofty,
there are plenty of issues out there for the student government to attack aside from its own
image.
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Weighing The Effects
Of Enforced Sobriety
To the Editor:

Also, those students who are
staying on campus for the weekAs a courtesy to those mem- end are typically leaving cambers of the Trinity College com- pus for the night and going to
munity who do not reside on one of the numerous bars in the
campus, I would like point out Hartford area.
some of the changes that I have
Finally, although impossible
seen occur in the last year.
to confirm, most students seem
1 am not sure if any of these to agree that there has been a
are actually a result of the ban rather dramatic increase in the
on kegs in dorms or the manda- amount of "hard-core" drug use
tory coeducation of Greeks. 1 on campus, such as heroin, coonly know that they seemed to caine, and hallucinogens.
arise at the same time.
I do not claim to know which
First, and most confirmable, are the causes, which are the efaccording to both Campus fects, and which simply have no
Safety and the Dean of Students, connection whatsoever. I have
there has been a definite de- not spent the time necessary to

Although I appreciate walking into my
bathroom on a Saturday morning and not
finding vomit... etc., I'd rather not have it
be because I am the only student who
stayed at Trinity for the weekend.
crease in the amount of dorm research this, and as a graduatdamage this year.
ing senior I do not have time
Additionally, there has also needed to really look into it in
been a decline in the amount of depth. However, I hope the powtrouble that students have been ers that be will consider the
getting into (fighting, breaking, consequences to the previous
yelling, etc.). Finally, I think actions and doctrines. Almost students will agree that though I appreciate walking
there has been a rather obvious into my bathroom on a Saturdecrease in the amount of noise day morning and not finding
vomit, drunken students, spilt
in dorms.
However, we have also seen trash cans, etc., I'd rather not
our school become more of a have it be because 1 am the only
"suitcase college." For proof of student who stayed at Trinity
this, one only needs look at how for the weekend.
many more available student
parking spaces -exist
Justin Van Etten '96
ends.

Along The Long Walk
HOW CAN TRINITY IMPROVE
ITS REPUTATION AS A
COMPETITIVE COLLEGE?
TERRY RIFKIN '99

"More intellectual'activities.
Cleo's a good thing. Just
generally trying to make the
intelligentsia more popular
than the sports and drinking."

LAILA KEITH '96

"We need to instill more
responsibility amongst the
student body and we need
better library resources. It
would be nice if people came
to Trinity for our library
instead of Wesleyan."

JESSIE DAVIDSON '96

"There should be a mandatory thesis for every major.
Research skills are integral to
a liberal arts education."
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Taxi Cab Companies Fall
Short Of Quality Service
shows up late... no matter what. ity. When she attempted to
Is it really asking for too much reach the cab company, the opNews Editor
for a cab to arrive on time?
erator put her on hold for fifPerhaps they find it hard to teen minutes and then when
Since the beginning of the believe that we may actually she was able to speak with a
academic year, most students, need to be somewhere for a le- dispatcher and express heranespecially first year students, gitimate reason. For instance, ger, the man hung up on her.
have relied on the off-campus my friend's roommate called for
Service of this manner is not
shuttle or taxis for their trans- a cab an hour or more in ad- uncommon. I have endured
vance so that she could arrive at the same type of disrespect
portation.
from the cabs and I now refuse
For many, this is more than the train station on time.
At the expected rendezvous to use their services. However,
a hassle; it is a constant frustra tion. We depend on others to point, she waited for forty-five the only way for this company
serve us and to transport us to minutes for die cab to appear. to understand our frustration
certain locations at specific No such luck. Then, when she is for the entire student body to
tried contacting the cab com- boycott their services.
times.
This is the only way for them
Unfortunately, theservice of pany from Mather, she was unthese taxis is anything but re- able to do so because the phone to gain a hint and to improve
liable, especially the Yellow line was being used and the per- their services to the public, if
Cab Company which most son at the desk could not.call. that is possible. Our voices can
students use due to the stand- Finally, she saw a friend who be heard through our actions.
gave her a ride to the station, but It is about time that we stand
out phone number.
1 find it odd that when a stu- she had already missed the up for ourselves and demand
respect from the. Yellow Cab
dent reserves a cab at least one train.
hour ahead of time, the cab
Furious, she returned to Trin- Company.
Bv KERRY MCKEVITT

Response: Defending An SGA
Senator Against Hypocrisies
course evaluations since last
year; and students have been on
In the last issue of The Tripod, faculty and trustee committees
I was surprised to see the letter ever since I have been here, and
from Karim Sadik-Khan '96, before that I am sure.
Philip "Tiger" Reardon '96 and
As for the student input into
K. Michael Derby '96 criticizing many aspects of Trinity, the auKerri Mullen's '97 previous let- thors do not list this input beter.
cause it does not exist. What
As 1 read the article carefully, Sadik-Khan and Reardon need
To the Editor

being a hypocrite and trying to
"fool the student body," I was
amazed to find that those who
were accusing hypocrisy were
merely acting as hypocrites
themselves.
The letter asserts that if one
analyzes Mullen's points, the
reader will see the mistakes in
her arguments. However, I
maintain that her points are
valid and it is the points of her
critics which are flawed.
Foremost, let us first clear up
this point. One of the authors
of the accusatory letter has
been a writer for the past year,
The letter asserts that Mullen is
"more comfortable complaining
about than solving problems." I
assume that the authors consider this wrong, or unproductive.
However, I submi t to the readers that this is hypocritical in
and of itself, as the said writer
on the one hand accuses Mullen
of npt solving anything, while
he himself has done little but
write complaint articles. This
seems easy enough to follow.
Secondly, the list of things
which the authors claim to have
accomplished this year is
flawed as well.
They list, "condom machines,
medical guides, improving food
service, basketball courts,
course evaluations, students on
faculty and trustee committees,
as well as student input into
many aspects of Trinity College."
Lets correct this list. Condom
machines have been in the
works for two years, as has the
medical guide; the SGA has always had a food committee to
look into ways to improve the
food service; Gillian Mueller '97
has worked tirelessly on the

these things, and even the senators of this year did not wholly
do these things. These were
things in the making, which
happen to have been implemented while they held office.
Reardon is a veteran member of
the Senate and therefore has had
direct input on these decisions,
but Karim is not, and therefore

ure, right?
As the head of this committee, her job is not to bring up issues that don't pertain to the
infrastructure of the Senate.
That is the job of others, like the
President.
Moreover, if she was ineffective, then she should have been
talked to by the head of the
committees, which is Reardon.
Therefore, if she was ineffective,
it was only because the Vice
President didn't do his job.
Who's the fool, the fool who follows or the fool who leads?
Lastly, I want to address my
favorite comment. "Fortunately,
there are enough hard working
and dedicated members of the
SGA that... can't tarnish their

J agree that there are some dedicated
members on the SGA, but those who wrote
this critical assessment of Kerri Mullen
are either not on the SGA or are not
dedicated and certainly not productive.
he had no input on them. Yet he
still takes sole credit for them.
Hypocrisy never ceases to
amaze me.
Third, the article misconstrues, at least to my interpretation, what Mullen cited as
larger issues. While the authors
claim that the issues she cited
(the coed mandate, the keg ban
and minority representation)
are dead issues, I believe Mullen
realizes this fact.
She was not saying that these
are the issues the SGA should
pursue, but merely citing them
as past goals of the SGA and she
was further maintaining that
the SGA has tackled nothing of
that proportion this year.
Next, the authors argue that
if Mullen thought the SGA
should do something different,
then she, as the head of a committee, should have brought it
to the table.
Well, considering that she is
the head of the internal committee of the SGA, she would
deal primarily with the internal
workings of the Senate. Go fig-

achievements."
I agree that there are some
dedicated members on the SGA,
but those who wrote this critical assessment of Kerri Mullen
are either not on the SGA or are
not dedicated and certainly not
productive.
Oh, 1 forgot though, SadikKhan did get Snapple for a dollar instead of a dollar and a
quarter. Did anyone else notice
that you get four less fluid
ounces? Do the math. He accomplished nothing, and that is
his claim to being a good president. Sorry, it doesn't work for
me.
And to answer the original
question, "Does Kerri really
think she can fool the student
body?" I don't know. I do know
she doesn't need to do so. I also
know the one person who has
gotten away with fooling the
student body is Sadik-Khan, so
if he can do it, I would imagine
anyone can.
Sincerely,
Mick Nardelli'97
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Religious Tolerance Is
Discussed At Open Forum
BY JAMIE ROSEMAN

News Writer

The Religious Tolerance Jorum came out of a meeting six
months ago between Jamie
Roseman'99and Hillel She was
concerned by an Anti-Semitic
incident that had occurred on
campus. Shortly before Winter
break, Lisa Grant (Hillel advisor),
Father
Raymond
Smialowski, Bill Starr (the interim Chaplain), and Roseman
met to discuss their ideas about
religion and intolerance on campus. Right after Reading Week a
committee was formed. Sara
Callaghan '96, Michael Derby
'96, Advisor ofRilMLisa Grant,
Monica Petrulo '98, Tina
Rideout '98, Jamie Roseman '99
and Father Ray had an organizational meetingwhere aforum
was visualized and a date was
set.
Close to fifty individuals
gathered for the forum catered

by Timothy's on Tuesday March
12th in the Alumni Lounge.
Faculty members such as John
Gettier (Religion Department),
Levana Polate (Hebrew Instructor), and Steven Blackburn
(Arabic Instructor) were in attendance. The forum was run in
a very informal discussion style.
The Religious Tolerance Forum
was held to promote further understanding of all faiths on
campus, as well as clear up any
misconceptions that might exist.
Students of all years were interested and ready to engage in
a dialogue. All those who attended were willing to voice
questions and concerns as well
as respond to certain misconceptions and questions opened
to the floor.
A common concern expressed by many throughout
the evening was that there
seems to be a taboo on Trinity's
campus to talk about one's faith.
This forum gave students the
opportunity to voice their opin-

ions and misconceptions without worries of offending anyone. "I think it was a good
opportunity for people to gain
tolerance of other religions by
learning more about them. It
was beneficial to this cause to
be able to ask questions that
would be considered politically
incorrect in other circles, but in
this forum were just a means of
education" said Emily Harting
'99.
The consensus of the evening
seemed to be that the Religious
Tolerance Forum was truly an
asset to Trinity's campus. Everyone was in favor of continuing
the forum in the form of
monthly meetings that have a
focused topic. The Religious Tolerance Committee will be meeting in early April to plan a final
event for die year, so watch for
announcements in late April.
Any'further questions, comments, or suggestions can be directed to Jamie Roseman '99,
Monica Petrulo '98, or Tina
Rideout'98. '

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
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BRIEFS

Students Arrested
One student was arrested at 3:30 AM on Sunday,
March 10, and two more were arrested at 4:30 AM on
Monday, March 11. The three students reside on Crescent
Street. The Hartford Police and Campus Safety were
contacted to quiet the students down after they had
become very loud. The students were warned by the
police to be quiet, but were arrested and charged with
breach of peace when they did not head the warnings.
Two of the students, arrested on Monday, received an
additional charge of interfering with the police. AH
students were released with a promise to appear. They
will meet with the Dean of Students, Campus Safety and
court representatives to discuss the matter further.

Fire Alarms Continue
Campus Safety has become even more concerned in
recent weeks with the increasing number of fire alarms.
One took place in New Dorm on Saturday, March 9th at
10:55 PM. The alarm was apparently set off when a fire
cracker was lit inside the dorm. A shunt was pulled on the
third floor of High Rise at 2:39 PM on March 10th.
Additional fire alarms took place on March 14th. One was
cause by a three-year-old pulling a shunt in Williams
Memorial at 1125 AM. The other was in Mather Hall at
5:15 PM. The shunt was pulled in a secured area of Mather
basement near the Marriott elevator. Again, Campus
Safety would like to remind students of the danger of
false alarms. They are taking measures to decrease the
number of incidents in the future. Plastic coverings have
been placed over the shunts in several locations. Campus
Safety is concerned, however, because alarms are still
being pulled even with these protective coverings.

Beware Of Falling Snow!
Coihy Looks At Alcohol
Apparently Trinity is not the only school concerned about the amourit of alcohol
consumption that takes place on campus. The most recent issue of The Colby Echo has a
report on the history of the alcohol policy on campus. This report was prompted by a .
recent incident that took place at a "beach party" in the student-center. After the party
there "was "a hole large enough to walk through in the wall of the men's bathroom." As a
result of this damage, a popular end-of-the-year party may not take place. In addition, a
Trustee Commission on Alcohol has been formed to review Colby's alcohol policy. It is
the first committee of its kind to be formed at Colby.

Amherst Accepts The Common Application
Amherst College has recently decided to accept the common application for
admission starting with the class of 2001. The admissions office feels they may be able to
secure a larger number of applicants as a result because so many students are reluctant to
apply to schools that have special applications. The common application takes a lot of
pressure off students who are looking to apply to a large number of colleges. Amherst
realizes that they are one of the few schools in the Northeast that does not accept the
common application and feels it may be time to start.

Billy Joel Comes To The Mountain
Billy Joel came to speak at Mount Holyoke in the first week of March. He came not
only as a musician, but also as a comedian and inspirational speaker. The audience which
packed the auditorium was primarily comprised of Amherst and Mount Holyoke
students. Joel was on stage for two and a half hours, answering questions, speaking and
performing a few of his songs. Apparently he feels it is important for performers to be
available to speak to fans and answer questions about their lives and their work. Most of
the questions posed were about his songs and inspirations for them. He finished out the.
show with a rendition of "Piano Man " that brought the house down!

Bates' Students Travel to Camp Sister Spirit
Seven students from Bates College who had been inspired by two founders, Brenda
and Wanda Henson/of the Camp Sister Spirit spent their spring break in Ovett, Mississippi.
The Camp which is a feminist education retreat camp commits itself to educating its.
surrounding communities and others about pertinent social issues such as racism,sexism/'
homophobia, AIDS, and human rights, among others! This group planned to help the two
women finish building a fence which Would define their property boundaries arid protect
visitors from discriminating and violent passersby.. After completing the project and
adding designs with positive messages to the fence, the students returned to Bates with a'
desire to spread their knowledge and increase community involvement at the campus.

More cars have been damaged by the snow" arid'ice that falls off the roof of buildings around campus. Two
cars were damaged in the Jarvis lot recently. One was a '95
Honda Passport that had the windshield broken on
March 11th and the other was a '88 Toyota Camry
belonging to an employee in the Development Office that
had its windshield broken on March 14th. A third car's
roof was damaged in the Ogilby parking lot on March
13th. It was a '93 Ford Taurus. Campus Safety hopes to
work with Buildings and Grounds to find a solution to
the problem of falling snow and ice. Several cars have
been damaged already this winter.

New Dorm Sign Stolen
The sign marking the location of the new dorm and
social center onVernon Street was stolen sometime
between 10 and 11:50 PM on March 14th. A campus safety
officer spotted someone trying to take the sign at 10 PM.
The individual ran and Campus Safety lost sight of him/
her on Summit. The Officer came back to check the sign
at 11:50 and it was gone. Campus Safety suspects students
were involved in the theft.
•••',.:

SVSandala To Be B u i l t
Twelve Trinity Students are working with fifth and
sixth graders at the Sanchez Elementary School and
Tenzin Yignyen, a visiting monk from Dahramsala, India,
to build a Mandala and learn about Buddhism and
Tibetan culture. A Mandala is used in meditation and
represents the human body arid its emotions. It is
intended to help people understand the ifnpermanence
of our world. The project was organized by two Trinity
alumni, Missy Kerin '94 and Denise Burgher '94. The
Trinity students will be spending every afternoon this
week, March 18 through March 22, at Sanchez giving
talks in English and Spanish.. They are also going to
present photographs to the students and help build the
Mandala. The Mandala will be swept away in a ceremony
to be held on Friday; March 22 at 1 PM. The sand will be
taken to the Connecticut River. A reception will be held
for all participants at Trinity in McCook 201 at 6 PM on
the22nd.
>
'
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Plans For New Dorm/Social Center Ready

This is a picture of a model of the new dorm and social center. It is a view from the southeast. On the right in white are the

TAI SOO KIM PARTNERS

Umoja House and High Rise. To the left is the dorm in back and the social center in front. The dorm is going to be three residential floors and will be ready for
students to occupy in the Fall of 1997. The social center is one story and contains lounge facilities along with a large room to be used for parties and events.
BY ELIZABETH PERRY

News Editor

Trinity has been working on plans for
a new dorm and social center for about
twelve months. The design is now finished and site work will begin as soon as
graduation is over.
The new dorm and social center, designed by Tai Soo Kim Partners, will be
a connected complex located on Vernon
Street in front of High Rise, Park Place
and Board Walk dormitories. Tai Soo
Kim Partners were also responsible for
the renovations done to the North Campus Dormitory.
The social center will be one floor and
will have a room slightly larger and
much sturdier than the Washington
room. There will be a catering kitchen
attached so that events that require food
can be held there. In addition, the room
will have two bar stations that will be
equipped with taps for soda and beer and
will have cooling rooms behind them to

keep the beverages cold.
The new dorm is four floors, with the
first being a continuation of the social
center. In that first floor space there will
be two club rooms which will have large
televisions like the one in the Cave, and
comfortable lounge chairs. Also on the

kitchenette for student use.
The rooms will be set up much like the
ones in New Dorm, with built in closets
and plaster walls. Traditional dorm furniture will be supplied for each room.
The College hopes to get most of the
heavy excavation and foundation work

The College hopes to get most of the heavy excavation
and foundation work done over the summer so that when
students arrive in the fall there will be less construction
equipment
first floor there will be a music practice
room which will provide a space for students to practice with bands or individually. One apartment will be available for
a graduate student as well.
The dorm itself has three residential
floors, and although attached to the social center, it has limited access. It is an
80 room dorm. All the rooms are singles
except for a pair of quads on one end.
Each floor will have a lounge with a

done over the summer so that when students arrive in the fall there will be less
construction equipment. Buildings and
Grounds does foresee some difficulty for
next year, however, as parking spaces
will be taken away and construction vehicles will be around.
When the project is completed there
will be a net gain of about twenty parking spaces. The Smith House parking lot
will be eliminated and a new one will be

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

added where the Park Place and Board
Walk dorms are now located. Those
dorms will be in use all of next year and
will not be taken down until a later date.
The project is slated to be completed and
ready for student use by the fall of 1997.
Another big project that is still in the
design phase is the library renovations.
It is still a plan in progress, however, and
the proposals that have been made are
only suggestions.
The College is looking to expand the
current facility to include more studying/reading space and more socializing
space. In addition, the computer labs
may be combined wi th the library in an
effort to make research papers and other
aspects of the academic life at Trinity
more accessible to students. If the two
are combined, the Mac and PC labs
would be moved to the library. In that
case, certain sections of the library
would be open 24 hours a day for student
use. Buildings and Grounds is currently
in the beginning design phases. Renovations will not begin until much later.
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Meet The Candidates
President
Kerri Mullen

Paxton Provitera
Class: 1997
Major. Engineering/Physics
Why he wants to be president.
"I want to increase the links between
students, trustees, administration and
faculty. I want a 'Trinity Government.'
With one third faculty, one third student and one third administration to
be formed to deal with every issue that
comes up on this campus. When this
body is formed, SGA will be the vehicle
that students use to voice their opinion on any issue that comes up on this
committee."
What's the biggest problem facing the
SGA?
"Student apathy. As you can tell by this
election, students don't realize the
power that the SGA can have."

§#*

Executive Vice President

Vice President Of Finance

Benjamin Russo
Class: 1997; : .
•
Major Biology
Why he wants to be executive vice
president
«HI'wa,tefeM'ioa^®fe«tafca.Ei!ftSh(Bl»it
year, and I've always believed'that
remaining in tune with the student
body was important. I feel that the
SGA has lost touch with the student
body and the administration and 1
want to reestablish that."
What's the biggest problem facing
the SGA?
"We need to get rid of all of the red
tape and bureaucracy."

Vice President Of Minority Affairs
Ebony Roundtree
Class: 1997
Major: Sociology
Why she wants to be vice president
of minority affairs.
"I think there are a lot of things that
can be accomplished through the
MAC chair. I want to serve as the voice
for the six organizations that comprise the minority affairs council as
well as the entire student body."
What's the biggest problem facing
theSGA?
"The SGA seems to have problems
coming to decisions on anything."

Class: 1997
Major Psychology
Why she wants to be president
"I want to be president because it's
the place where I can most benefit
Trinity. For three years, it's where I
wanted to be in my senior year. 1 have
fresh ideas and I know the system
well enough to know what has
worked in the past and what has
failed. I know that I can make the
SGA a body that is respected by the
student body."
What's the biggest problem facing
the SGA?
"Student apathy. Because the SGA
has never shown itself to be worthy
of respect, the students ignore it. Student apathy will be remedied by
cleaning up the senate."

Mick Nardelli
Class: 1997
'
Major: Philosophy
Why he wants to be vice president of
finance.
finance is the only execuo£ tftie SGA which requires
extensive experience As a two year
member of the budget committee, I
have been through the allocation process time and time again. 1 understand
the need for impartiality, while at the
same time keeping in mind the best
interest of the student body.":
What's the biggest problem facing the
SGA?,

, • • • • '

"Too much SAF money being spent off
campus."

Mem her A t Large
Gillian Mueller
Class: 1997
Major History
Why she wants to be a member atlarge.
"1 want to help the student body get
a voice in faculty and administrative decisions. I've begun a lot of initiatives that are just getting off the
ground. I want them to become
firmly rooted in the College."
What's the biggest problem facing
the SGA?
"Developing a better rapport with
the student body and getting more
input into faculty decisions."

Luke Vicens
Class: 1998
Major. Computer Coordinate Economics and Political Science
Why he wants to be a member atlarge.
"I think 1 have experience and 1
can help advance student issues
throughout the school."
What's the biggest problem facing the SGA?
"Lack of a clear constitution."

Remember To Vote...
Wednesday, March 20
Written and compiled by Joshua Freely. Photos by Laura Blackwell. Design by Kerry McKevitt and Elizabeth Perry.
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A Brief Look At Trinity College
Through The Self-Study Report
For the past week, Trinity's campus has been graced with the presence of a reaccreditation team,
composed of faculty and administrators from other colleges and universities. The basis for the
reaccreditation team's evaluation stems from discussions with groups of students, faculty, and
administrators as well as the Self Study Reportproduced after a year-long study by a committee
of administrators, faculty and students. Thefollowing is a summary of that committee's findings.
The actual report is available on reserve at the Library.
P R O G R A M S "The strengths of Trinity's academic program flow from the
vitality of its commitment to liberal arts education and from stocks of intellectual and physical capital that few other colleges can match." Thus Trinity is able
to offer "various, flexible, sometimes experimental approaches to accomplishing Trinity's educational aims." Within the curriculum are requirements that a
student declare and complete a major, pass the mathematics and writing proficiency requirements, fulfill the general distribution requirement, and the integration of knowledge requirement. While the report recognizes that the
integration of knowledge requirement forces students and faculty alike to view
curricular pursuits interdisciplinarily, some faculty have "serious doubts about
the intellectual integrity and educational value of the requirement... (and that)
the requirement constitutes more burden and bother than challenge and stimulation." The report recognizes the importance and help that the services of the
writing and mathematics centers have provided in meeting the proficiency requirements.

Students enjoyed the sunshine and warm
MATTHEW PRINCE
weather this week. Here a group plays baseball on the

Quad. With the sunny weather and the clear skies,
students are preparing themselves for a refreshing spring
break and for the final five weeks of classes.

Academic Affairs
Motions Passed
continued from page 1
Academic Affairs Committee,
Students will no longer compete with their classmates, but
only with themselves for honors.
The second new policy involves post matriculation transfer grades which are grades
students receive somewhere
other than Trinity, once they

FACULTY "Trinity faculty not only publish more than they have ever done
in the past, but they are more excited by their work and better able to communicate that excitement to their students." This comes after the movement towards
a community of "scholar-teachers" nearly twenty years ago. With a balance
struck between departments, Trinity is able to maintain an average class size of
slightly more than 19. The number of women faculty has risen to approximately
40%, and the presence of women at the College has "contributed to the success" of
programs including American Studies, International Studies, Theater/Dance and
Women's Studies. Of some concern is that faculty of color number only 13. While
this is almost twice the number in 1986, "it would be fair to say that the College
has struggled to sustain even a minimal level of racial diversity," To address this
insufficiency, the College is seeking to fill up to five "Target of Opportunity" positions over the next three years.

ceptable and what constitutes a
Trinity course.
As Paxton Provitera '97, a
member of the Academic Affairs Committee commented,
"students will now have a Trinity GPA." Everything they do
will be measured according to
a set standard. Kete feels it is
important to have designated
Trinity faculty and courses that

The change ''keeps competition where it
belongs...that is, with the student" Students
will no longer compete with their classmates,
but only with themselves for honors.
Trinity, any school in the twelve will be factored into a student's
college exchange, Hartford <3ow-~
sortium classes and the Will- still appear on the transcript,
iams-Mystic program. All faculty and departmental hongrades received at any other in- ors can still involve grades restitution will be included on the ceived outside of Trinity. Only
transcript but not factored in to the GPA and as a result class
rank, will be affected by this
the GPA.
This motion was passed for new policy.
The Academic Affairs Comseveral reasons. Most colleges
have policies similar to the one mittee passed these two moTrinity is adopting. Therefore, tions as a way to raise the
the members of the Academic standards for a Trinity educaAffairs Committee felt that tion and also to put Trinity in
passing the motion would put the mainstream with other
Trinity in line with other schools that have already
schools. In addition, allowing adopted such policies. As
only grades from Trinity or Provitera commented, "EveryTrinity affiliated institutions thing that is going on is an efsets a standard for what is ac- fort to improve Trinity."

The Tripod will

not be published
for two weeks due
to spring break.
ENJOY YOUR
VACATION!

k

STUDENT SERVICES

Accordingtothereporttheservicesprovided

to students, ranging from the Counseling Center to the Dean of Students Office
to the Women's Center, are generally regarded as extremely helpful. With regard to the Medical Office, the report notes that there is a consistent staffing
shortage, which diminishes the quality of service that the office can offer. As for
cJalAid, thereport.statgd, "it is neither easy to assess current
esses nor tiihely to suggest an agenda for change" in light of
Dr. Zartarian's recent resignation. As for the balance between residential life
and the residencehalls, thereportstates, "Trinity's residential facilities were not
designed to support the kind of community living envisioned in the Strategic
Plan." Thus there is an admitted shortcomingin upper-class residencehalls, which
hall councils are designed to alleviate.

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SERVICES There are plans for
an expansion of the library in the next two years which will create "additional
study space, several seminar rooms, an enhanced multi-media resource center
(including a laboratory for foreign language instruction), and additional shelving." With regard to Trinity's computer resources, the report claims that the only
concern is that Trinity emphasizes only Macintosh hardware. The report projects
that there will be an increased demand on new technology, which will present a
challenge to the Library "as information resources increasingly move from the
printed page to networked facilities."
PHYSICAL RESOURCES
The report states, "Trinity College is located within a transitional neighborhood in south-central Hartford, several blocks
from the State Capitol and the central city, and virtually adjacent to amajor medical complex housing the Hartford Hospital and two of its constitutent units, the
Institute of Living and the newly relocated Connecticut Children's Medical Center."
F I N A N C I A L R E S O U R C E S The report projects that the capital campaign will, undoubtedly, add to the College's resources. Information technology
will certainly be a significant expense. After all that the report has said about
the benefits of being situated in Hartford, it grudgingly states, "Hartford, for all
its splendid resources for learning, is a financially poor city, whose residents
rarely can afford a Trinity education."

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE For all intents and purposes, the College
reprsents itself accurately in its publications, including admissions brochures,
the Bulletin, and the Student Handbook However, one concern is the discrepancies between the course listings and descriptions in the Schedule of Glasses
and the Bulletin. Currently there are no procedures in place limiting the disclosure of information over World Wide Web sites, although "the College is... beginning to hear complaints about unauthorized disclosure, as the WWW site is
increasingly employed to list names, campus addresses, phone extensions, etcetera."
INTEGRITY "Despite intensifying efforts by faculty to foster norms of
academic honesty, the Academic Affairs Committee has become accustomed to
adjudicating a growing number of plagiarism cases." The faculty has time and
time again supported the student-organized proposals of an honor code, although
none has come to fruition. Likewise, the alcohol policy has been of consistent
concern: not so much with regard to the policy itself, but rather the enforcement
of the existing policy. With regard to racial and sexual harrassment, "developing
effective policies that do not undermine freedom of speech, thought, and inquiry
is an intrinsically difficult task."

%
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Candidate Pool Narrowed To Four...

Founding Director For Religion Center Sought
continued from page 1
Exactly how the Center's activities
will fit into the curriculum of the college
has not yet been determined, but classes
related to on-going research at the Center will certainly be offered. Spencer assures that the Center's activities will be
fit into the college's curriculum. "It is
unusual for a college as opposed to a university to have a center created specifically for research only," he said. He
explained that at a big university such
as Harvard, one might find such a center, but furthered that at a small school
such as Trinity, it would be unfair not to
include the student body in the activi-

ties of the Center.
It is also unknown as to where the
Center will be located. Kirkpatrick explained that in the Center's first few
years, it is unlikely that there will be a
building for the Center's activities. The
Director and the Director's Assistant will
have offices, but as of now, those will be
the only physical additions to the campus. Activities are expected to begin in
the 1998-99 school year. Both the funding and the success of the Center in its
early years will then determine whether
or not a building will be needed.
Fellows will be involved with the
Center's activities. A piece of the current

Oh sure, it l o o k s innocent.

"blue print" for the Center reads as follows: "It is envisioned that in a typical
year, two or three Senior Fellows, between three and six Faculty Fellows and
one or two Graduate Fellows will be affiliated with the Center. In addition,
short term Distinguished Visiting Fellows will come to the Center to take part
in the Trinity College Forum on Religion
in Public Life and related activities."
Spencer further added that a senior writing a thesis that relates to the Center's
activities might be named Undergraduate Fellow of the Center for the given
year.
The Director's responsibilities will in-

But it could be

to a no-name company that has no QUalltlS about
overcharging broke

college students.

So, calling card in hand, you dial 1 8 O O C A L L A T T
and save yourself some UlUCh-We^erf cash.

elude organizing and administering
classes and other activities to be included. The Director will also have an
advisory board comprised of faculty and
other members yet to be determined.
In addition, the Director will also be
responsible for the production of Occasional Papers, an annual scholarly publication that will include work of the
researchers. The writings of Religion
Majors may also be included if they fit
in with the theme of the Papers for that
year.
Funding for the Director's salary for
the next five years is available. Fund raising for the Center's other costs will be
one of the primary responsibilities of the .
Director, especially in the first few years.
It is estimated that, depending on certain
variables, the annual cost to maintain
the Center will fall between the
$500,000 and $700,000.
The four finalists for the Director's position have all been professionally involved in areas pertinent to the ideas that
the Center will be studying. The four finalists are Mark Silk, Robert Fogarty,
Sabrina Ramet and Jack Saltzman.
The first finalist reviewed, Mark Silk,
is currently a writer for The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution and an adjunct
Professor of Religion at Emory University. Robert Forarty is currently the Editor of The Antioch Review and
Chairperson of the History Department
at Antioch College. Sabrina Ramet is a
Professor of International Studies at the
University of Washington. The fourth
finalist is Jack Salzman, currently the
Deputy Director for Education, Media
and Public Relations of The Jewish Museum in New York City. Each of the candidates have published work pertaining
to the subject matter.
To date, three of the four candidates
have been thoroughly reviewed through
a process in which they met with the
Search Committee and selected students,
in both an informal and formal setting.
The candidates were also required to
speak to the group of faculty and students. They were also asked to address
two questions: 1) "What is there in your
background and interests that lead you
to apply for this position?" and 2) "What
is your vision for the Center?" explained
Kirkpatrick. "The candidates we have
heard to date have very successfully addressed these questions," commented
Kirkpatrick. The fourth candidate will
be reviewed on March 21.
The nomination for the Director's position is expected by the end of the
month, said Kirkpatrick. The nomination will then be given to President
Dobelle who will ultimately decide on
the person he feels is best suited to fill
the position.
Thanks to you. all sorts of everyday
products are being made from the
paper, plastic, metal and glass that
-. you've been recycling.
i But to Iceep recycling working to
j help protect the environment, you
| need to buy those products.
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The Two GeorgesIs A Two-Authored Masterpiece
B Y JEFF CROSS

Arts Writer

Some television shows, such as Star
Trek and Sliders, have dealt with the notion of a concept known as "alternate
history," stories of what the world could
have been like if events had gone a different way at a certain hinge point in history. Such is the general basis of The Two
Georges, a book written by Hugo awardwinning alternate history master Harry
Turtledove and best actor Oscar winner/
nominee Richard Dreyfuss.
The Two Georges takes place during
the summer of 1996 in the North American Union, a British-ruled dominion

group that, together with the Sinn Feinlike Independence Party, wishes to secede the NAU from the British Empire.
They want a fifty-million-pound ransom for the painting payable before the
King-Emperor lands or they'll torch it.
Enter Colonel Thomas Bushell
of the Royal American Mounted Police,
a member of the painting's security detail. Together with his adjutant Captain
Samuel Stanley and the gorgeous Doctor
Kathleen Flannery, the head art historian traveling with "The Two Georges,"
they engage in a difficult, continentwide, gunfire-filled chase for the painting and the Sons of Liberty, which takes
them from New Liverpool to the Queen
Charlotte Islands (along what would

Despite the shock value of the lack of high technology
by the end of the second millennium, The Two Georges
was an excellent book.
have been the coast of British Columbia)
to the autonomous Iroquois province of
the Six Nations (AKA western New
York) to a mining town outside of Pittsburgh, then to Boston and finally
Victoria.
I've found from experience that alternate history has a tendency to disturb,
since it creates situations that seem
rather unthinkable to the reader. While
I could deal with the fact that the world
was ruled by a handful of monarchies
due to the lack of the American Revolutionary War, I could not get over how far
behind the technological base of this alternate Earth was when compared to our
own.
A coast-to-coast flight is undertaken
not by a six-hour airliner flight, but by a
two-day trip aboard airships similar in
design to the Hi ndenburg; whatever air- The alternate-history novel entitled The Two Georges offers a vision of the
aft are in,u,^..,1asgBibM
tfsT
phonographs are still in use, and televiIf the idea of alternate history interfrom New Liverpool (formerly Los An- powered. Radios are referred to by the sion is just coming onto the scene
ests you, pick up copies of Robert Hargeles) by the Sons of Liberty, a separatist 1920's term "wireless." Hand-cranked
Despite the shock value of the lack of ris' Fatherland (where Germany won
high technology by the end of the sec- World War Two) and Turtledove's Agent
ond mi ennium The Two Georges was ofByzantium (where the Byzantine Eman excellent book. The sheer wonder of pire survived because Islam never hapwhat the world could have been like if pened). Both are interesting and
Washington, Ben Franklin, and Sam imaginative scenarios to think about in
—
:
Vermont
Adams had been Tories instead of terms of history.This is definitely a book
Whigs.
worth reading.
made up of the entire continent, less
Russian-owned Alaska and containing
Baja California. This is a world which is
ruled by a handful of monarchies, where
Richard Nixon is a car salesman with
questionable ethics, and the country is
administered by a knighted Martin
Luther King. It came into existence during the 1760s when George Washington
struck a peace treaty with King George
III, an act recorded in the revered
Gainsborough painting "The Two
Georges," which appears on practically
everybody's wall and on the national
currency.
Currently the painting is going on a
national tour before the British KingEmperor Charles 111 is scheduled to arrive in the capitol city of Victoria (right
where Washington DC is supposed to be)
to give a speech on the importance of the
B i h Emp
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The Birdcage Succeeds,
Thanks To A Great Cast
Williams as his gay "wife," does a great
job. Though not many people in the general public have heard of him, he is a brilliant comic actor at least, and I haven't
Birdcage, the current remake of the seen him in any other movies yet. Look
French film La Cage AuxFolles, is the for more good reviews and good work
funniest movie I've seen in some time. from this relatively anonymous actor. He
Though part of this is due to a great deserves at least part of the credit for
script and an almost infallible plot— a Birdcage's success.
gay nightclub owner must convince his
One of the many funny moments
son's prospective in-laws that he is comes when Williams' prospective inNOT— this movie succeeds mainly laws arrive in his apartment above the
through the expert comedy of Robin drag club, to meet him and his former
Williams, Nathan Lane, and Gene wife. Gene Hackman turns in a great and
Hackman.Robin Williams, in the role of witty performance as a ridiculously conthe main character (the owner of the servative senator who is also the father
Birdcage club), gives the audience many of the girl Williams' son wants to marry.
laughs. His brilliance makes him the This difference in politics between the
crowd favorite anyway, and audiences' in-laws, of course, presents some probreactions to his antics alone might have lems. Yes, before the movie ends, you get
carried the movie had it turned out to be to see how ugly Gene Hackman would
mediocre.
have been had he been born female. This
However, this is a very funny film. Part is just one of the highlights of a movie
of what makes it funny are the costumes; well worth the seven-odd dollars it costs
Williams and his under-rated partner, to get in at most places. If you are given
Nathan Lane, are dressed to the nines in the choice between seeing this movie
tacky beachwear and white linen suits and any of the other new films out right
and sandals. The way their apartment now, I would definitely recommend this
over the club is decorated, with numer- one. It's a winner.
ous statues of male figures and wigs lyRemakes of original films are often
ing around, is a bit stereotypical but adds criticized in the press for not coming up
color and humor to the story.
to the standards of the original. However,
Nathan Lane, starring opposite Robin 1 think this time, that doesn't apply.
BY KAREN WALTER

Arts Editor
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'Johnny Johnson' Follows Weill's Quirky, Ironic Example
BY AMY HAM

Arts Writer

As part of the year long series
of the Music Department's presentations of "A Season of Soldiering: Music, Theatre, and
War," JohnnyJohnson was performed this past Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings.
JohnnyJohnson, or so appropriately titled "The Biography of a
Common Man," was directed by
Gerald Moshell.
The Trinity performancers
marked the show's 60th anniversary.
This weekend's performance
of Johnnyjohmon was also part
of the weekend gala events at
Austin Arts, and was funded in
part by a grant from the Kurt
Weill Foundation for Music.
Johnnyjohnson isthestoryof
a young tombstone cutter determined to end the war and continue with the idea of peace.
Johnnyjohnson, played by Matt
Morse '98, was a breath of fresh
air on the stage. He was an easy
character to get associated with
and was Ml of laughs and other
emotions.
In the play's opening scene,
the townspeople are fightingfor
peace, advocated most strongly

by the Mayor, played by Gideon
Pollach '96. As a statue is about
to be unveiled, an announcement is made informing the
townspeople that war has been
declared. Immediately the
townspeople abandon their
fight for peace in exchange for
their
new
demand—
"WAR WAR WAR."
As the townspeople run off
with promises to enlist, Johnny
Johnson is left on stage wondering what happened to the fight
for peace. With a bat of her eyelashes Minny Belle, played by
Carrie Heck '97, convinces
Johnny to enlist.
The audience was immediately entertained once Johnny
entered the Recruiting Offices.
Captain Valentine, played by
Carl Marshall '96, wooed the
crowd with his Romeo General
antics.
Though Johnny is considered psychotic, the army realizes he is their only choice.
Though her character's relevance to the play is questionable, Lisa Ruman '96 impreesed
the audience with her beautiful
voice. As Minny Belle sang to
her brave Johnny Johnson, act
one ended.
The second act began with a
scene in the barracks while the
English Sergeant, played by

Robert McLean '97, lectured and
was made fun of by the characters played by Alex Johnson '96
and Gideon Pollach '96, in his
second role.
As the English Sergeant left
stage, the antics began. Ryan
Moore, in his first appearance as
Corporal George, seemed very
annoyed with the naivete of
Johnny Johnson. This was a

dience for much more laughter
to follow when Peter Holzel
gives Johnny laughing gas. Afterwards Johnny becomes annoyed with an Organizational
Sister, played by Emily Miller
'97, and sprays her with laughing gas.
With this gas sprayed in her
face, the Organizational Sister
leaves her prim and proper

As the third act began I felt like I was
watching Brad Pitt in "12 Monkeys."
Ryan Moore '98 playing a cook
psychiatric doctor did probably one of
the greatest jobs in the play.
very realistic scene—the efforts mannerisms behind and beof all the actors made the audi- comes a total "wild child."
ence believe they were actually Johnny escapes the wacky hospital and enters the meeting of
in a barracks during wartime.
After trying to get a sniper, the Allied High Command.
Johnny Johnson is shot in the With his laughing gas thought
rear-end by Captain Valentine. to be a bomb, he is able to conHe is placed in a hospital where vince the officers to declare
he is tended by a doctor, played peace.
by Michelle Kennedy '99; an orThe second act ends as
derly, played by Peter Holzel '99; Johnny is caught for trying to
and a French nurse enticed deceive the German army.
by Johnny, Claire Nelson '96.
As the third act began 1 felt
The scene concentrates on like I was watching Brad Pitt in
Johnny's efforts to escape the "12 Monkeys." Playing a cook/
holds of the French nurse and psychiatric/ doctor, Ryan
leave the hospital to rejoin the Moore '98 gave one of the best
war. The scene prepares the au- performances of the play. He

was crazier than his patients,
but he was able to pull off normality at times. He continually forgot his name, but
watching his expressions of
confusion and insanity created
a different aura in the play.
The next scene took place in
the Adelphi Debating Society.
Again there was a sense of eccentricity in the play—each individual had their quirk.
Playing Brother Hiram, Robert
McLean, entertained the audience with his make-believe
hand friend.
He fed, and tried to control his
hand friend from nipping
Brother Claude, played by
Aaron Kuney '98. Brother Paul,
Ryan Saulnier '97, constantly
looked on with amusement and
horror.
The play closed with Johnny
Johnson's departure from the
surreal hospital, without his
true love Minny Belle. Minny
opted for the millionaire nonwar hero Anguish Howington,
played by Chris Byers '98.
Johnny is stuck selling carved
toys to people that pass him on
the streets.
Johnnyjohnson was both extremely entertaining and
ironic. The most memorable aspect of the play was the tremendous singing of the cast.

Weill Symposium Celebrates Famed German Composer
BY ERNESTO C. ANGUILLA

Announcements Editor

Last Saturday, the Trinity College Department of Music
hosted several experts on the
subject of the late, Germanborn Composer and Lyricist
Kurt Weill.
.
They all participated in a
symposium entitled; "Kurt
Weill: The First Few Precious
Days He'd Spend-With Us," a.
line from the well-known Weill
number called "The September
Song."
This comes in conjunction
with the rarely performed Weill
musical, "Johnny Johnson."
Also, in January, the Music Department presented a pair of

from the stage after her numbers.
Lewis' blustery, forward way
of speaking delighted the audience "That man is truly a performer at heart," said one
spectator.
Lewis happened to be celebrating his 88th birthday on
that day. As a "surprise" birthday present, the Trinity College
Concert Choir, also under the
direction of Moshell, performed
the aforementioned "September
Song" and the opening number
of "Brigadoon," a show which
Lewis directed in its original
Broadway run.
A more-composed Brand, recalled her relationship with
Weill during the rehearsal period of "Johnny Johnson." She

Many of Weill's pieces focus on the
concerns of the lower-class members of
our society and give them the chance to
share the spotlight
Weill's German compositions
entitled
"Mahagonny
Songspiel" and "Der Jasager," a
reprise of which was also part
of the symposium. All three
productions were directed by
Professor Gerald Moshell.
The duo which stole the show
last Saturday were Phoebe
Brand and Robert Lewis, two of
the major players from the original 1936 production of "Johnny
Johnson."
Lewis set the tone early by
pushing his microphone away
from his face, sternly saying,
"What is this? I think I'm loud
enough to be heard by everyone,"
When asked.to recall the rehearsal process by the moderator, Trinity College Professor of
Theater and Dance Arthur
Feinsod, Lewis recited a narrative about another performer
who had trouble with exiting

said, "We were quite fond of
each other. He [Weill] even
pushed for me to have the part
of Minny Bell when the director preferred someone else."
Towards the conclusion of
the conversation, both Brand
and Lewis said that actors now
question a director's vision
whereas that never happened in
their time.
,
When Lewis was commenting on this, Brand interrupted
quickly, saying, "That's a good
thing," referring to how actors
now speak up for themselves.
Also featured at the symposium were academic presentations by two experts on Weill:
Kim Kowalke, President of the
Kurt Weill Foundation of Music and, according to Moshell,
"America's leading Weill
scholar"; and David Kilroy, a
Visiting Professor of Music at
Boston College and a Class of

LAURA BLACK WELL

"Johnny Johnson," the play performed in conjunction with the Kurt Weill symposium this past
weekend at Austin Arts.

1978 graduate from Trinity Col- number from Weill's "Love Life." department's "A Season of Sollege.
It is sung by the character of the diering: Music, Theatre, and
The two spoke for approxi- hobo, an underprivileged mem- War."
mately an hour apiece on ber of society, and it deals with
All who attended the sympoWeill's transition-from a Ger- the day-to-day joys and purities sium learned more about Weill.
man composer to an American of life.
Despite the fact that we can't
musical theatre artist. Both
The symposium concluded talk to the artist, we can get a
speakers mentioned a poignant with a fully staged and orches- good idea of what he was like
aspect, among others, of Weill's trated performance of "Johnny from events like these.
works.
Johnson" starring Matthew
It was especially enlightenThey said that many of Morse '98 and Carrie Heck '97, ing to have both the play and the
Weill's pieces focus on the con- playing the role Brand origi- symposium as campus-wide
cerns of the lower-class mem- nally played. The performance events during the same weekbers of our society and give was largely funded by grants end. Without having the expethem the chance to share the from the Kurt Weill Foundation rience of seeing a Weill play
spotlight.
for Music.
performed, audiences and stuKowalke concluded his preMoshell expressed gratitude dents could never have gotten a
sentation by reciting a quote di- to Kowalke and the foundation true idea of what Weill's work
rectly from Weill himself in for the grant, which showed up was all about.
regards to his describing what in the show's elaborate set deHowever, at the same time,
makes Weill music Weill-like: sign.
•
.
. . • the symposium offered a totally
"When I look back at everyEmploying a large cast, unique insight into the life of a
thing, a real Weill piece gives which involved multiple cast- playwright. Weill's life and
the underprivileged, the down- ing of ensemble roles, and tech- work was illuminated in two
trodden, and others with no nical crew, this production different ways, and hopefully,
voice a voice to speak with."
represented a fundamental un- more such events will be part of
Kilroy echoed these senti- dertaking by the department.
the future repertoire of events at
ments by citing the defining
It was also a pinnacle in the Austin Arts,
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Reed Album To Accompany Tour
BY KAREN WALTER

Arts Editor

Lou Reed's first album in four
years, Set The Twilight Reeling,
has received critical acclaim
from all the usual sourcesRolling Stone, SPIN, and several
others.
Reed, whose career in the
music business began back in
the early sixties with the formation of the art-rock band The
Velvet Underground, has released several solo albums since
the band's breakup around
1970.
He is perhaps best known to
the general public for the song
"Walk on the Wild Side," in
which he immortalizes crossdressers and speed addicts
walking the streets of New York
during the seventies.
However, Reed's most successful album— both artistically and in terms of critical
praise— was 1992's unparalleled
Magic and Loss. This CD, which
Reed conceived primarily as a
result of the grieving process he
underwent after two close
friends died of cancer within

the same year, goes far beyond
the average rock album.
The lyrics are painfully honest, yet Reed somehow finds a
not-quite bitter humor within
his sorrow. The songs are simply
but elegantly crafted, often
evoking tears, though not the
sentimental kind.
Twilight is an entirely different type of record. The extra
track on the CD, "Egg Cream," is
lifted from the soundtrack to
the movie Blue in the Face, in
which Reed had a small role as
himself.
Besides "Egg Cream," though,
Twilight is less deep generally
than Magic is. It deals primarily
with Reed's love for the city of
New York, where he has lived
almost all his life.
When it is funny, it's genuinely funny; there is irony, of
course— irony is one of Reed's
trademarks— but it tends to be
somewhat less bitter and more
understated than it was on
Magic.
Twilight is a theme album,
right down to the blue plastic
case and the yellow sun rays on
the liner notes. It is also perhaps
an album of convenience, as it

accompanies Reed's first tour in
several years.
However none of this diminishes the achievements Lou
Reed displays in terms of
songwriting. This is one of the
most consistent albums he has
ever put out. Each song is good,
or even great. There are no
throwaways, no non sequiturs.
All the tracks seem to work in
unison to create a surprisingly
decent record.
The usual expectation fans
have when a new Reed CD
comes out is that portions of it
will be brilliant, while portions
will absolutely disappoint.
Reed's voice, by the way, tends
to be an acquired taste; he is
more of a street poet than a
singer, today more than ever. He
speaks, rather than singing, at
some point during all of the
songs.
Despite his normal shortcomings, though, Set The Twilight Reeling is an album
genuinely worth what you'll
pay for it.It's wonderful to see an artist
with such erratic yet impressive
genius come up with a flawless
piece of work.

Lisa Harrison '99 stands beside her sculpture "Deuce"
which is now on display with the other student
sculptures in Widener Gallery. .
LAURA BLACKWELL

Sting's New Release, 'Mercury Falling/ Is Typically Elusive
BY KAREN WALTER

Arts Editor

The general tone of Mercury
Falling is, well, reflective. Sting
being thoughtful is about as
rare an occurence as a Congressional scandal.
* '' •"*" "'
But when the songs he writes
are so consistently wonderful,
who cares if he's in a rut? Typical Sting lyrics from Mercury
include "All Four Seasons,"
which goes, in part, "If it's a
sunny day I take my umbrella/
Just in case the raindrops start
to fall/ You could say that I'm
just a cautious fellow/ I don't
want to be caught in a sudden
squall/ That's my baby/ She
can be all four seasons in one
day."
Since he left the Police back

and artist, would be a mistake.
Though he is never ostentatious,
Sting has a wild side; he loves to
play Hendrix tunes— yes, even
sing them— and the first Police
demos sound like early punk
rock.
So the calm inherent in the
time around shouldn't be labeled as too serene or bookish—
although one is sung in French.
Listening to Gordon M. Sumner
try his hand at a French accent
is funny, but he comes pretty
close to the way it's supposed to
sound when an English guy
says it.
I'm not sure whether that's
good or bad, but it's undeniably
an achievement worthy of
acknowledgement.
"I'm So Happy I Can't Stop
Crying," the track buried in the

The ironic punch sneaks up on you rather
than hitting you over the head and
crowing "See how witty I can be!"
in the eighties, Sting's lyrics
have been less outrageously humorous and more subtle, more
ironic and elusive, withdrawn.
He seems quieter, more pensive,
if not a but more subdued.
This is all to the benefit of the
listener, though. The stories he
weaves are done with such
subtle wit that the ironic punch
sneaks up on you rather than
hitting you over the head and
crowing "See how witty I can
be!"
He makes the most difficult
rhymes work, and I can safely
say there is no one else in pop
music who does this as well as
him. That doesn't sound like a
great talent, but it's hard to do,
and it adds to the depth and almost literary quality of some of
his songs.
At times he appears to be a
bass-playing sage.
However, to accept Mercury'
s unobtrusive brilliance as
Sting, the complete musician

middle of the CD, is a mildly
country tune about a divorced
father trying to love his children. Sting's lines on this topic
range from criticisms of "Sunday fathers" to ironic jabs at
society's assumptions about
parenthood ("A kid should be
with his mother, everybody
knows that/What can a father
do but babysit sometimes?").
Not all of the songs on this
album are slow; however, they
all seem to be somewhat dark in
nature. There are few happy
songs here, except for the usual
couple of autobiographical
tunes ostensibly about Sting
and his wife, the actress Trudie
Styler.
"1 Hung My Head" and
"Lithium Sunset" are perhaps
the two hookiest songs on the
album. My favorites, though,
were "Valparaiso," a song written from the point of view of a
sailor maybe two hundred years
ago, and "All Four Seasons."

Sting's current album, Mercury Falling, is available now in stores. Typical Sting fare, it features
reflective, mostly quiet songs peppered with a generous dose of irony and dry humor. As
albums go, it is definitely one of the year's better releases so far, but not because Sting made it.
It is a great collection of songs.
FILE PHOTO
Sting's pensive mood seems to t n e blond master of dry British might call "boring" or "slow," but
increase with each album. Per- w i t a n c j wisdom is his usual it is neither of those two things.
haps some of the humility in his mysterious self.
It is a well crafted piece of
reflections springs from the fact
Part of the fun of listening to songwriting, and an intelligent
that he can recognize his own a Sting album is trying to figure reflection on life by someone
fallibility.
out where in the music the es- working in a profession not uniAs a musician now faced sence of the artist has been hid- versally praised for its intelliwith the certainty of imminent den.
gent thought.
deafness, he must have a good
Often albums like this sucSting is one of the most eluappreciation of the twists and sive musicians and public fig- ceed mainly because of the
turns life can take.
ures we're familiar with today. artist's well-established name
He seems, from his songs, to He always has much to say among the general public. Sting
be a man who enjoys old-style about life in general, but as to has a built-in audience for every
forms and mannerisms, but his private doings, he rarely single album he will ever release, from now until he dies.
who at the same time has few speaks a word.
But
the record should be viewed
illusions about the life he lives.
It would be interesting to
Mercury Falling is, in short, know what he's really like: is he on its own merits, rather than
a CD well worth having. If you as serious as he appeals and simply accepted because Sting
attached his name to it, or
like Sting a t all, go out and pick sounds, or is he "normal"?
it up.
This is the type of album that tossed aside without examinaYou won't be disappointed- some small-minded people tion for the same reason.
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Around
Trinity
A round Trinity isn't very good at math, but
one rule that does spring to mind is the fact that
two negatives make a positive. Not sure, however, if the same applies to applying co graduate
school. One Trinity student, who was doing just
that, recently received a rejection letter in the
mail from a school to which he'd applied. The
next day another rejection letter arrived — from
the same school. ATadvises the student to plan
on attending next year. If anyone questions his
acceptance, tell them to call Professor DeLong
and he'll set them straight.

Party Affiliation
Trinity's strong economics department
seems to finally have had an effect on the social
scene. In the face of difficult financial times, the
principles of economics teach companies to
merge. In the face of difficult social times,
Trinity's party-providers seem to be doing the
same. This weekend saw a strange combination
of social organizations. TCAC, Praxis, and
Lockwood formed a corporation and lead a hostile takeover of the Cave for their St. Partick's
Day Bash. At the same time, threatened by this
large social conglomerate, the Raven Society and
the Gotham Lounge formed an off campus organization to try and draw investment out of local markets. Given the success of this weekend's
parties other organizations are already looking
to merge. Around Trinity advises keeping your
eye on talks between Tri-Delt and the Fantasy
jGuild. In exchange for doing the Tri-Delt's
[homework, the Guild will finally get to see what
ia naked woman looks like.

AFT
Sun, March 24

4:00 PM

Marilyn Wilson, Master Docent of the William
Bencon Museum of Art, will present a slide lecture on
historic Connecticut women artists at the museum. It
is located on the Storrs campus of the University of
Connecticut. Please call (860) 486-4520 for more information.

Tue, March 25

Porn Star

Tue-Wed, March 19-20

Through April 14
The Trinity College Department of Fine Arts presents
its annual Studio Arts Exhibition. The exhibition features works by students currently enrolled in the program. It is on display in the Wiedner Gallery of the
Austin Arts Center. Gallery hours are Monday through
Friday, 12:30 PM to 5:30 PM and Saturday and Sunday,
1:00 PM to 5:00 PM. The exhibition will be closed from
March 23 to March 31. Admission is free. Call (860) 2912199 for more information.
For more information on artistic events occurring
around the Trinity campus, call the Austin Arts Center
information line at (860) 297-2199.

Tue, March 19

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, March 20

Sunday, March 24
•

Episcopal Holy Eucharist •
RevWilliamStarr
Roman Catholic Mass , .
Rev. Raymond Smialowski •

8:00 PM

The Hartford Chorale will present Verdi's "Requiem"
at the Bushnell. The opera features orchestration by the
Hartford Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Henley
Denmead. A free, pre-concert talk will take place at 7:00
PM. Ticket prices range from $11 to $35 and can be purchased through the Bushnell Box Office by calling (860)
246-6807.

Thurs, March 21

10:00 AM

The Bushnell Children's Theater will present "Olympic Spirit: Thejesse Owens Story," by ArtsPower. Ticket
prices range from $5 to $2.50. Call the Bushnell Box
Office at (860) 987-6010 for more information.

Thurs, March 21

8:00 PM

The Los Angeles Philharmonic will perform at the
Bushnell, conducted by Esa-Pekka Salonen. The program features Igor Stravinsky's neo-classic Symphony
in C and the fantasy-like Fourth Symphony of Gustav
Mahler. Neely Bruce will present "Concert Comments,"
a free talk, at 7:00 PM. Ticket prices range from $23 to
$39.50. For more information, call the Bushnell Box
Office at (860) 246-6807 for more information.

Sat, March 23

5:00 PM

8:00 PM

The Trinity College Department of Theater and
Dance presents Joshua Epstein '97 in "Dreamwhip." It
is a comedy dealing with a children's author who has
writer's block and a lost friend. Epstein will be performing with the Flock Theatre of New London. Admission
is free. This will be presented in Garmany Hall of the
Austin Arts Center. Call (860) 297-2199 for more information.

4:00 PM

Kenneth Tyler, Master Printer at Tyler Graphics, will
present a slide lecture entitled "The Collaborative Process in Printmaking at Tyler Graphics" at the University of Connecticut's William Benton Museum of Art.
This is in conjunction with the exhibit entitled
"Printmaking in America: Collaborative Prints and
Presses, 1960-1990," on display through April 6. Call
(860) 486-4520 for more information.

1:00 PM
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]lLube Job
One organization that is unwilling, or at
least unable, to merge with any others is The
Tripod. Last Friday Around Trinity and the rest
of the wanna-be-journalists threw a bash in celebration of the Japanese Penis Festival. Various
appropriate food items and props were available. By night's end, everything was gone — including the bottle of KY Jelly and a 10 inch
salami. AT" doesn't even want to think about
what happened to all the products, but is quite
sure that it speaks volumes on the sex lives of
the newspaper's staff.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD — MARCH

8:00 PM

Hartford Stage will open its run of Henrik Ibsen's
classic drama, "Ghosts." The show will run through
April 27. It is under the direction of Mark Lamos and
stars Broadway's Kathleen Chalfant as Mrs. Alving.
Ticket prices range from $22.50 to $36.50 and performance times vary. Matinees will be on Sundays and
Wednesdays. Call the Hartford Stage Box Office at (860)
527-5151 for more information.

Sun, March 24

4:00 PM

The CitySingers of Hartford along with the Sonia
Plumb Dance Company will perform in the Mather
Chapel. Ticket prices range from $8 to $10. For more
information, call (860) 297-2012.

CINESTUDIO
Heat (R)

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

Some of the most famous actors in Hollywood got their start in porn films. Now, it turns
out, the same phenomenon is happening to
Trinity's student government. Sometime this
weekend an anonymous source leaked a picture
of presidential candidate Paxton Provitera in a
rather compromising position with a scantily
clad member of the opposite sex. Not to the surprise of Around Trinity, or anyone else who saw
the picture, Provitera's approval rating shot noticeably higher, and many students pledged
their firm support. Sensing defeat, opposing candida te Kerri Mullen released her own risque picture. At this time the results of the election are
still too close to call. ^4!Tis certain of one thing,
however — it's a good thing this phenomenon
didn't happen last year. Naked pictures of Karim
would be more than anyone's stomach could
handle.

(1995) Written and directed by Michael Mann. Cast: Al Pacino, Robert De Niro, Diane Venora, Amy Brenneman,
Ashley Judd, Mykelti Williamson, Val Kilmer. It's hard to understand why it took so long, but the two giants of American film acting finally get a chance to work together in Heat. One hot, one cool, Pacino and De Niro breeze through
their roles with a New York, in-your-face attitude. Pacino stays on the right side of the law as a detective, whose dedication with finding his man borders on the pathological; while De Niro's high-tech outlaw is searching for a way to
create a new life. Heat is a phenomenal thriller, with expertly choreographed pursuits and glittering cinematography
of the dark side of Los Angeles. 161 min.

And In Related News..

(1995) Written and directed by Freida Lee Mock. Directors of photography: Don Lenzer and Eddie Marritz. The
winner of the 1995 Academy Award for Best Documentary is a moving tribute to the visionary works of sculptor Maya
Lin. Best known for her Vietnam War Memorial, designed when she was still a student, Lin has created art with the
rare power to bring people together. The film is an engaged witness to Lin's methods of creation, and captures her
articulate ideas about her work. The images of Rosa Parks standing in front of Lin's monument to Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. in Alabama, and of veterans silently touching the Vietnam Memorial, are as moving as any that can be seen on
the screen. "I can't wait to show this to my daughters. Maya Lin, I hope will be a role model for them." - Gene Siskel. 96
mm.

To further prove that SGA elections don't
matter in the slightest, in the only contested election, both presidential candidates are in bed together — philosophically and literally. One sure
fire way to win an election is to promise certain
favors to those people who vote for you. This
year's candidates, however, don't quite understand the concept. Around Ttinityhas learned
the two presidential hopefuls have recently gotten together for more than just discussing campaign strategies. AT hopes that whichever
candidate ends up losing the election sticks
around to help boost the president's morale.
Who knows, the way things are going we may
even get some pictures out of the deal.

Blue Velvet (R)

Fri - Sat 10:50 PM

(1986) Written and directed by David Lynch. Cast: Laura Dem, Kyle MacLachlan, Isabella Rossellini, Dennis Hopper. Ten years since its release, Blue Velvet only gets better, weirder, and becomes a more perfect nightmare from 1980s.
Lynch's deeply disturbing mystery unfolds in Lumberton, USA, as a student (Kyle MacLachlan) finds a severed ear in a
field. The ear leads to a nightclub singer (Rossellini) and her sadistic lover, as well as an undertow of sex and violence
beneath the town's pleasant surface. Blue Velvet is filled with irreplacable cinematic moments, from Dean Stockwell's
creepy Roy Orbison homage, to the color-saturated happy ending. Above all, it is Dennis Hopper's portrayal of irrational evil, come alive on the big screen, that makes Blue Velvet is one for the ages. 120 min,

Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision (NR)

And The Winner Is...

Sun 2:30 PM; Sun & Tue 7:30 PM

Mon 7:30 PM

Heublein will host a gala Oscar evening for Hartford's AIDS residences: Peter's Retreat, Tabor House, and Project
Mercy. Join Colin McEnroe, Duby McDowell, Susan Cambell, and Peter Shapiro to watch the Oscars on the big screen.
Champagne and hors d'oevres will be served. Call Peter Shapiro at (860) 527-1994 for more information. Please note
that there is a minimum $25 donation-per person.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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LECTURES
Tue, March 19

AII.BE
4:00 PM

University of Missouri Professor Robert Kaiser will
present a lecture entitled "Nationalism in the Former
Soviet Union: What Is its Source and Where Is it Leading?" in the Alumni Lounge of Mather Hall. There is
no fee. Please call, (860) 297-2472 for more information.

Tue, March 19

7:00 PM

University of Massachusetts Professor Julius Lester
will speak on the subject of Farrakhan's Challenge to
Blacks and Jews in the Rittenberg Lounge of Mather
Hall. A reception will follow the talk. Please call (860)
297-2141 for more information.

Wed, March 20

7:30 PM

The Latin American and Spanish Film Series will
present Los Santos Inocentes in the Life Sciences Auditorium. Preceding the film, a brief talk will be conducted by Professor Arnold Kerson of the Trinity
College Department of Modern Languages. Admission
is free and the film does contain English subtitles. Call
(860) 297-5198 for more information.

Thurs, March 21

12:15PM

Assistant Professor of English and American Studies Margo Perkins will present "Autobiographies of the
Black Power Movement: The Women and Men in Dialogue" in the Women's Center of Mather Hall. This is
part of the lunch series presented by the Trinity College Women's Center and is in celebration of Women's
History Month. Coffee and tea will be provided and
participants may bring their own lunch. Call (860)
297-2408 for more information.

Thurs, March 21

PAGE B

4:15 PM

Chicago University's Richard Grossman will present
"The. Nation Is Our Mother: Race and Gender in the Creation of a Peasant Nationalism during the Sandino Rebellion in Nicaragua 1927-1933" in the Faculty Lounge
of Hamlin Hall. This is in celebration of Women's History Month. Please call (860) 297-2408formore information.

Country Dancing
Hartford Country Dance will present a Contra Dance
on Friday, March 22 at 8:00 PM in the First Church of
Christ in West Hartford. Music will be by Beth Parkes
and the Fiddleheads. Tickets cost $8 for general ad mission, $4forbeginners and students with I.D. cards. No
partners are needed and all dances will be taught.
Please call (860) 231-8999 for more information.

Learn About The Library Catalog
The Trinity College Library's Reference and Instructional Services Department will be offering a series of
workshops on the recently reorganized CTW Catalog
System "UNICORN." The next workshop will be held
on Monday, April 1 at 4:00 PM. Call Linda McKinney at
(860) 297-5342 if you would like to attend. This will
be the final workshop in the series for this semester.

Tuesday, March 19
9:00 PM

Wednesday, March 20
10:00 PM

8:00 PM

Study At Oxford

Global Service Opportunity
The Council on International Educational Exchange
is currently recruiting for its international volunteer
program which brings together volunteers from different countries to help local communities at home and
abroad. Some of the possible sites are Belgium, Canada,
Costa Rica, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Ghana, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Lithuania,
Morocco, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Solvakia, Spain,
Tunisia, Turkey, United Kingdom, and the United States.
For more information, call the council at (212) 661-1414
or e-mail them at ivpbrochure@ciee.org.

Now PLAYING

Open Mike Night at the Under
ground Coffee House. Included
will be a special Creative Arts
Night.

Thursday, March 21

8:30 PM

Oakland University, in conjunction with the University of Detroit Mercy, is offering British Studies at Oxford. This year, the setting for the study period will be
at Corpus Christi College in Oxford. The program offers tuition, private room, full board during the week,
excursions to London, Stratford-upon-Avon, Bath, Coventry and other sites. There is a six-week and a threeweek program available. Cost for the six-week program
is $5,200 and cost for the three-week program is $2,800.
Call Dr. Margaret Pkgott at (810) 370-4131 or e-mail her
at pigott@oakland.edu for more information.

The Underground Coffee House
will host a junior class study break.
Featured will be the trio called
"Thursday's Child."

9:00 PM

Tuxedojunction of Danbury will
feature "Too Much Joy + Too
Skinnie J's" for all ages. Admission
is $6 at the door, $5 in advance. Call
(860) 748-2561 for more information.
Toad's Place of New Haven will
host "SKA Night." Tickets are $7.50
at the door, $5 in advance. Call
(860) 562-5589 for more information.
The Underground Coffee House
will feature "Notes From the Underground," a WRTC show.

Friday, March 22
9:00 PM

10:00 PM

Toad's Place of New Haven will
feature "Riders On The Storm &
Shakedown." Tickets are $10 in
advance and $8.50 at the door. Call
(860) 562-5589 for more information.
Tuxedojunction of Danbury will
host "Paradise Alley." Tickets are
$5. Call (860) 748-2561 for more
information.

Saturday, March 23
10:00 PM

Tuxedojunction of Danbury will
host "Foam." Tickets are $5. Call
(860) 748-2561 for more information.

Sunday, March 24
8:30 PM

Toad's Place of New Haven will
host "G. Love In The King's Court."
Tickets are $7 in advance, $5.50 at
the door. Call (860) 562-5589 for
more information.

EARN $200 - $500 WEEKLY!
HELP WANTED MAILING TRAVEL BROCHURES. N O
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. FOR INFORMATION, SEND A SASE TO:
UNIVERSAL TRAVEL

EO. Box 610188

E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820
All times are valid through Thursday, March 21
Before And After (PG-13) 7:10 PM
Dead Man Walking (R) 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
Beautiful Girls (R) 9:30 PM

S h o w c a s e C i n e m a - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults, $3.50 senior citizens and children
For schedule information, call (860) 666-1401
All times are valid through Thursday, March 21
Beautiful Girls (R) 7:10 PM, 9:25 PM
Dead Man Walking (R) 7:00 PM, 9:20 PM
Before And After (PG-13) 7:20 PM, 9:30 PM

S h o w c a s e C i n e m a - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
All times are valid through Thursday, March 21
Up Close & Personal (PG-13) 1:15 PM, 4:25 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:30 AM
Toy Story (G) 3:10 PM, 5:05 PM
The Birdcage (R) 12:55 PM, 1:25 PM, 4:05 PM, 4:35 PM, 7:20 PM, 7:50 PM, 9:50 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:10 AM
Rumble In The Bronx (R) 1:05 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:15 PM, 11:15 PM
Muppets Treasure Island (G) 12:35 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:55 PM
If Lucy Fell (R) 12:45 PM
Homeward Bound 2 (G) 12:40 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:10 PM, 11:20 PM
Hellraiser 4 (R) 12:50 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:05 PM
Happy Gilmore (PG-13) 8:00 PM, 10:00 PM, 11:50 PM
Fargo (R) 12:30 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:35 PM, 11:40 PM
Executive Decision (R) 1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:55 PM, 10:20 PM, 12:25 AM
Ed (PG) 12:30 PM, 2:35 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:25 PM, 11:25 PM
Down Periscope (PG-13) 1:10 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:25 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:45 PM, 11:45 PM
City Hall (R) 7:25 PM, 9:40 PM, 11:55 PM
Broken Arrow (R) 1:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:20 PM, 11:35 PM

MIAMI, FL 33261

Spring Break 1996
Travel Free!!!
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Panama City, Daytona,
Padre
***Great low, low prices
***Free Trip on only 15 Sales
Call for a FREE INFORMATION PACKET!
Sun Splash Tours
(800) 426-7710
VOLUNTEER IN AFRICA OR LATIN AMERICA
ONE YEAR POSTS IN HEALTH, ENVIRONMENT,
REFUGEES, DEMOCRATIZATION, HUMAN
RIGHTS, ETC.
CALL (202) 625-7403
EARN $500 - $1,000 WEEKLY STUFFING ENVELOPES!
FOR DETAILS, RUSH $1 WITH SASE To:
GROUP FIVE
57 GREENTREE DRIVE
SUITE 307
DOVEH, DE 19901

DRIVERS WANTED
Sell Good Humor Ice Cream from one of our
vending trucks. Work outdoors and be your own boss!
Routes available in your area. Earn $650 - $950
Weekly! Apply NOW, not in May. Call Monday Saturday, 9 - 3 PM only.
(203)366-2641
TEACHING POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR
CERTIFIED AND UNCERTIFIED TEACHERS. WE
SERVE HUNDREDS OF PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS IN CT, NY AND NEW
ENGLAND. OVER THE PAST 30 YEARS, WE HAVE
HELPED OVER 8,500 TEACHERS SECURE POSITIONS. THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE UNLESS WE
ARE SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING YOU.
CALL (203) 333-0611 OR (203) 335-3869
FAIRFIELD TEACHERS' AGENCY INC
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The Simsbury 1820 House Is Classy, But Too Stuffy
BY KEUEY CARNWATH &
MATTHEW PRINCE
Restaurant Reviewers

We drove forever. Forty minutes. A
longways away. Probably not where you
should go if you're really hungry. But if
you're in the mood for something a little
different, The Simsbury 1820 House is
worth the trip.
Located in Simsbury, the half- Bed &
Breakfast, half- restaurant seemed very
classy— not the standard college hangout. The dining room was decorated as
if you'd walk in from the polo match,
after a shower and change of clothes, and
sit down for a meal.
Our waiter fit the atmosphere. A bit

The salads arrived shortly after. The
house dressing was very good, making
the rather plain salads quite enjoyable.
Of course, that's what a salad dressing is
supposed to do. Still, this was very good
dressing.
The surly waiter brought our meals
which lived up to the atmosphere of the
restaurant. The salmon was lemon flavored and succulent. The pasta was
smashing at first, but became a bit rich
and heavy by the time the dish was
nearly empty. The portions weren't
huge, but were satisfying. If they'd been
any more, it probably would have made
walking away uncomfortable. Hope that
makes sense.
For dessert we had an order of chocolate ice cream and a cappuccino. The ice

Overall, while the 1820 House was probably not the
kind of place for an average dinner, Trinity students
might enjoy it on special occasions.
too stuffy and uptight, he seemed to hate
his job.
Despite our feeling a bit out of place,
you could tell from the moment that you
walked in the door that the food was going to be wonderful, and it did not disappoint. We ordered the salmon and a
pasta dish with cream sauce — probably
two of the more tame items as others included duck, pheasant, and venison. In
addition, we both ordered house salads.
We tried to order wine, but the stuffy
waiter carded Kelley and so we couldn't
get a bottle. Still, warm bread arrived as
we talked about what it was like to be
from regions of the country where few
Trinity students hail from.

cream was very rich — probably a little
much on top of the pasta — and the
cappuccino was unmemorable, but had
a lot of whipped cream on top.
Overall, while the 1820 House was
probably not the kind of place for an average dinner, Trinity students might enjoy it on special occasions. The total bill
came to $58.60 — pricey, but not unreasonable for the quality of the food and
ambiance. Just beware of the surly, old
waiter.
If you're interested in getting way off
campus to somewhere classy and special, try the Simsbury 1820 House. 731
Hopmeadow Street, Simsbury. (860)6587658.

Matthew Prince '96 and Kelley Carnwath '98 dined at The
Simsbury 1820 House.

LAURA BLACKWELL

We're fioinfi on spring
break.
is®®

But we will need writers
when we return.
Give us a calf at X2589 if you're
interested or stop by our meetings
in the basement of Jackson at 9 PM
on Tuesday ntehf s.
Are Welcome!

OF THE

TCAC sponsored "Fun Flicks" which allowed
people to create videos. Here, neighborhood
children danced to their favorite video.

MATTHEW PRINCE

PATE REVIEW!!

THIS SEMESTEI ME ME, NOT ©Niy SENDING you TO EEST&UI&NTS, EUT TO CLUBS
h% VfELL. TOST FILL INTHE EEiOV INFOBM&Ti©N hW DEO? ST IN CMttllS
TO im 702588.

NAME:.
YEJVR:_

EXTENSION:
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What Boxing Should Be
against your five year old cousin, the
fight was a real sleeper. In fact, two of the
three pre-f ights were also what scientists
call "boring."
They were the Flyweight and Strawweight fights. These guys weigh about as
much as one of those steak "sheets" in the
Cave. Apparently, the difference between
Straw and Fly is about three ounces.
I thought the referee was going to beat
those punks up. Too bad he didn't. Instead we got to watch two Flys and two
Straws tango and foxtrot for two hours.
Nope, so much for the boys. If you believe that violence solves disputes, and/
or if you are a real fight fan, you would

BY ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Features Writer

Let me tell you something about boxing: It's weird, man. On Saturday I saw the
Mike Tyson versus Frank Bruno fight,
and all the pre-fight fights that lead up
to it. I don't normally follow boxing. I
don't know too much about different
boxers, but I've decided that it's a sport
in which people hit each other very hard
and then hug each other when they get
tired. Hug? Yup.
Saturday night was regular hug-orama. That Bruno chap is one big dude,

If you believe that violence solves disputes, and/or if
you are a real fight fan, you would be interested in
the female boxing match,..These women were fighting
for Turnpike change.

PAGE 5

Madame Zorinde
Reads The Stars For You...
FlSCFiS

VIRGO

PE.5 \9-MARIO

AUG 25 -5E.IT 22

From the way you partied this weekend, you probably don't remember a
lot of what happened, but it wasn't
that memorable on its own anyway.
Well, don't fret- you have two weeks
to make up for your losses. You will
get in touch with someone from
your past on the 23rd and they will
get in touch with you in a big way.
Also, wear a lot of blue...they like
that. Happy Birthday.

ARILS
M A R Z l -APR

be interested in the female boxing
match. They didn't dance. They didn't
hug. They hit, and they hit hard. It was a
brawl. It was poetry (that had gone
through the shredder) in motion. Someone tell me why this isn't the million
dollar sport it should be? You can get rid
of all those prima-donna millionaires
who start staring contests at press conferences and moan, "I won't fight for less
than thirty bazillion." Phooey! These
women were fighting for Turnpike
change.
Almost any sport is best at its roots.
Except for Tyson, who is just a Don Kingpropelled machine, the best boxing came
from those who get paid the least. It
would also be exciting if normal people
could fight someone like Tyson. As one
Trinity athlete put it: "Just put me in a
ring the size of a tennis court with Tyson.
I'll run around for a few rounds, take a
hit, and collect my $20 million."

but he seemed very affectionate, as he
hugged Tyson for most of three rounds
until Tyson pummeled him into the
ropes.
Once Bruno had fallen into the ropes,
Tyson kept hitting him like an uncaged
tiger, like a cocker spaniel on acid, like a
Tripod writer trying to fill space before
a deadline, or like any other mean-spirited cliche you can think of.
The harder Tyson hit, the more Bruno's
head flitted back and forth much like a
hot bagel, fresh from the toaster, bouncing between two soft hands. The referee
took his time stopping the "fight." It
ended when Iron Mike decided that
Flinchy Frank's head was indeed not
coming off his neck.
Except for that last sprint, which
looked like a scene from a Sega boxing
video game that you (O, thou experienced video player, who ne'er doth a lick
o' work. You know who you are.) play

People are talking about you. You
aren't used to being the topic of
many conversations, but you seem to
be popular this week. Use it to your
advantage, listen to the rumors and
play off of them to win that certain
someone you've recently grown fond
of. These next couple of weeks will
prove a good time to work on your
strategy.
'J

TAURUS

Do something with your time off this
week! You've spent too much time
lately complaining and sitting on
your butt. The whole world is not
going to stop for you, so quit whining and enjoy what time you have left
until the end of the year. Take the op-

GEMINI

10. Thesis, thesis, thesis.
9. Finding a job in the REAL world.

You have some business to attend to
before you leave for spring break. The
20th will be your day to deal with
that certain blonde who has been occupying your thoughts for weeks
now. Let them know how you feel
Don't let them stomp all over you like
everyone else does, and if they don't
respond then let it go! Move on to the
next idiot!

J6JN2I -JUL22

7, Waiting for graduate school .
rejection/acceptance letters.
6. Getting rejection letters,

..

5. Worrying about, paying back all those
."

5m-25-OCT22
You have a history of robbing the
cradle due to "opportunity" (or so
you say). This week you may be
tempted yet again, but take it easy.
Enjoy your surroundings over spring
break and think about a little sight
seeing. What sights will you see?
Well, that all depends on who you're
with...

SCORPIO
OCT 25-NOV 21

This past weekend was exhausting.
Your character was called into question. You were absolved and you tried
to clean your hands and mind of the
whole incident. Something...or
someone keeps nagging at you and
you cannot avoid confrontation indefinitely, so get things worked out
before break. If not, you'll be preoccupied for the whole week, and who
can have any fun that way?

SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DEC2I
You have a busy week ahead of you.
Wednesday will be a day of truth
and your desires and goals will hang
in the balance. Just sit back and let
things happen./.you will have less
control than you will hope for, but
don't fight it, it will only make it
harder to deal with the stress. After
all, victory is sweet, but sometimes
the competition itself is sweeter.

CANCER

8. Moving back home.

loans.'

LlbRA

AfR2O-MAY2O

MAY 21 -JUN2O

Reasons It Sucks To Be A Senior.-

Alright, you finally seemed like you
were getting over that infamous ex,
but just as you started to make
progress you got pulled back into the
trap. Stop trying to analyze everything they say to you and just let it
go! No, they're not trying to send you
hidden messages in their insults or
revealed secrets. They just don't care!
Enough wasted time-find a new target and get on with your life.

;v

•

.'• •".",";

;• •

4: Gets, tougher and tougher to hook up \;\
with freshmen. . i
3. Already been through all of the .
attractive, single upperclassfnen ,
2. Only two more months of $5 coyer for
all the Beast you can drink.
;.
1 Thesis, thesis, thesis!

That tall, dark haired lovely is entertaining your thoughts and body
lately! Good for you, you've succeeded in getting what you wanted.
They keep coming back for more, but
you have to make things clear before
you leave for spring break. A relationship does not look good for you
right now. Mars has a strong influence on your chart and you need
your freedom. That's alright anyway.
This tall god/goddess is great for the
sex, but there isn't too much upstairs.
Enjoy!

CAPRICORN
DEC 22-JAN l?
This week will bring good fortune
and opportuntiy, so don't blow it by
overlooking it or not accepting it.
You Capricorns have a bad habit of
not acknowledging good news when
you get it. Stop feeling sorry for yourself and talk to that attractive acquaintance you have been waiting to
talk to. The 21th .is your lucky day,
so get up the nerve and calk to
them.,.or you'll spend the whole
break regretting it.

LELO

AQUARIUS

JUL25-AUG22

JAN 2O - FES 18

Your life has been hectic this past
weekend. You are exhausted from all
of the mental combat you've been doing, so take spring break to relax.- Getting off of campus will do wonders for
you, enjoy your time away. There will
be a tall stranger on the 27th who will
catch your eye. Let other problems
and past relationships go; enjoy yourself;

You are planning an exotic getaway
over spring break. OK, maybe not exotic, but you will get away. The stars
show that water is in your
future...You will either be swimming
in a clear blue sea..,or just stuck in a
rain shower. For all of you staying in
the rain, don't worry. There will be a
blonde with a black umbrella who
will keep you.warm and dry.

X-H
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Dazed And Confused In The Connecticut 'Burbs
fectly suited for his description
of growing up as the eldest child
Features Editor
of a painfully pessimistic father
and sweetly sensitive mother.
At the start of the book, he
My original purpose in buying Mark Salzman's new book, goes i nto detail about his childlost in Place: Crowing Up Ab- hood obsession with kung-fu.
surd in Suburbia was to read The way he describes his infatuabout my home town, ation with the subject made me
Ridgefield, Ct. Salzman grew up laugh out loud on several occain Ridgefield and this book is sions. About entering kung-fu
based on his childhood and class and his teacher, Sensei
adolescent experiences there. I O'Keefe he writes, "He wore
started reading, with my only three-inch-high wooden heeled
hope being that I would be able boots, bell-bottom hip-hugger
to identify with the locale of the pants, a tight-fitting half-shirt
BY A M Y SHACKELFORD

His ability to bring the reader
into his world with exceptional
ease is praise worthy as a writer.
As a reader, it is delightful to
read.
I could especially relate to
Salzman's high school experiences since I attended the same
institution, but even for those
who didn't, he pinpoints universal complaints and praises of
public school. He hits on the
"truths" of life as a teenager like
no other author 1 have read,
with the exception of J.D.
Salinger. Yet Salzman's ex-

Lost in Place: Growing Up Absurd in Suburbia is amazingly
fast reading and it is one of the most entertaining books I have
read in years. ..this would be a great choice for spring break
reading.
book.
As 1 continued to read, however, I realized that I was identifying less with the locale and
more with the author who discusses his trials and tribulations as a child and teen in the
1970s in middle class suburbia.
This may sound like a fairly
conventional
plot,
but
Salzman's autobiographical account adds a dimension of humor and sentimentality to the
story that makes Lost in Place:
GrowingUp Absurd in Suburbia
truly unique and heartwarming. Salzman's tone is light
hearted, emotional and per-

revealed his belly button and
was attached to his pants with
gaudy chain-link suspender, a
gold chain around his neck and
a wide-brimmed leather hat
with coins around the rim...He
looked like a white character
from a black exploitation movie
from the seventies - not at all
what I had expected."
As the book continues,
Salzman reports the passing
years through junior high,high
school and college recounting
tales of kung-fu, dating, friends
and generally his experiences
being an eccentric misfit in every situation of his young life.

am pies are a little more up to
date.
He writes, "1, who was completely broke, got written a bad
check for a month's work by a
couple of millionaires on their
way to the beach and I get a lecture about being impatient.
That's teenage life."
Being an autobiography, the
flow of the text is extremely
smooth and balanced. He
spends a little too much time in
the kung-fu area of his life, but
it is funny nonetheless. Lost in
Place: Crowing Up Absurd in
Suburbia is amazingly fast
reading and it is one of the most

Lost in Place: Growing Up Absurd in Suburbia,

FILE PHOTO

Mark Salzman's new book is a personal, humorous

account of childhood and adolescence in suburbia.

entertaining books I have read
in years. 1 know it's difficult to
fit in pleasure reading for most
college students, but this would
be a great choice for spring

break reading.
Lost in Place: Growing Up Absurd in Suburbia is now on sale
as hard cover in bookstores nationwide.

HAVE YOU REGEIVED A REJECTION LETTER AND NOT KNOWN WHAT TO DO WITH IT?

' Although you'll never consider my application, i
Hhought tfis t f might apjdy anyhow II nothing sue,
I appreciate receiving 'maif-Qlten, arid ! figure
tot you're obligated torespondtom y ^
lhareby geneSaBng mail. Pt
cjtock, and t f y w fespgra)
opportunity lo close
back. S o t e t i m ^ _ .
.
willlng-and
Ggree. So what that
tiori is itiaUVe n s w
anythingtoospecifically, and can
it claim to be an expert at much' of
anything. Fuithsinsom, I'vs never been published,
and must also leave fat as a big blank spot on
my application, Ss to you, the ailniissions committee, I seem lo be Just another wtimy bratlresh
owl ol undetgratole c o l l i e , and you can thus
dismiss my application How do you staep at
nlglit?

The Tripod is hosting a
REJECTION LETTER CONTEST

Mail them to The Tripod
Box 702582
Jobs, Graduate School, Medical School, LawSchool, and
the like... Any rejection will do,aslongit was received
this school year
The "warmest" rejection letter (the one which makes
you feel damn honored to have been rejected) will receivea warm case of beer, and the "coldest one" will receive a coldcase of beer
Thanks lor youttmn reading Bus, and matting rue
ieel lite I raw attend.

™Or/^/ka/[or'Copies
Tripod Staff Excluded (we don't get rejected)
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Record-Setting Ranieri Remains Realistic Dreamer
BY MARK MENTONE

Senior Editor

Like many college athletes, Mike
Ranieri dares to dream. Unlike some,
however, he has a plan if the dream
should fail.
Ranieri, soon to be a four-year starter
in center field for the baseball team,
holds eleven College records and is on
pace to set at least two more in 1996. A
professional prospect, Ranieri has had a
major-league tryout, played in two all-

star games at Fenway Park, and spent a
summer in a wooden-bat league. He is
attempting to become the second Bantam in five years to be selected in the
major league baseball amateur draft Qim
Thomforde, 1992).
But the Braintree, Massachusetts, resident doesn't have his head in the clouds.
An economics major, Ranieri has already
secured a job as a stockbroker if his baseball career does not extend beyond Trinity.
"You have to be realistic about chasing
dreams," said Ranieri, who both hits and
throws right-handed. "I know guys who
have chased the dream for 10 or 15 years,
just playing baseball. I can't see myself
iteg that. I'll just try to be the best I can
at whatever I'm involved in."
It is this same realistic attitude that led
Ranieri to Tnnitv

Braintree High School. While most observers would not consider a small
school in the northeast as the most logical stepping-stone to the pros (scouts
don't attend a lot of Division III games,
and the weather often keeps practices
indoors until well into March) Ranieri
has no regrets.
"I considered [Division I baseball programsl Providence, Maine, and Ithaca.
But as I was thinking about attending
one of these baseball 'factories,' I said to
myself, 'Do I want this? What if I get hurt
my freshman year? What if I can't play
anymore?' I liked the academic aspect of
Trinity, I was touched by how the coaching staff treated me and my family, and
I wanted the opportunity to play two
sports."
As a fullback, Ranieri's football career
was the polar opposite of what life on the
diamond has been like. He didn't break
into the starting line-up until this, his
senior year, and was not called upon to
carry the ball a great deal. While the
prospect of injury was always in the
back of his mind, Ranieri never considered quitting football to protect his potential baseball career.
"In high school, I was the focal point
of the football offense, but we didn't win
a lot, so it didn't mean that much to me.
I didn't want to give up football without
experiencing what it was like to go
through a week of hard work and feel the
payoff at the end of it. My satisfaction
came from winning, helping others and
working with the guys together as a
team."
Success in baseball has been more immediate. After his breakthrough sophomore season of 1994, in which he set
College single-season records for base
hits (52) and runs batted in (40), Ranieri
was named to the NEIBA Division III
All-New England First Team. The honor
came with an invitation to play in an all-

"That was the greatest thrill of my
life," said Ranieri, a Red Sox fan. "I started
the game in center field, and when 1 got
out there, I thought of all the guys who
had played there. The first time I got up
to bat, I looked at the Scoreboard, then the
triangle in center field, then the Citgo
sign. I don't think I ever saw the first
pitch."
Ranieri's success story had only just
begun. That summer, he had a private
tryout with the Milwaukee Brewers, and
spoke with representatives of several
other teams. Last year, he overcame an
early-season hitting slump to bat .390
and help lead the Bantams to a schoolrecord 21 victories. On the final day of
the season, he hit a game-winning, 12thinning home run to push Trinity past
Bates College. The blast was the 119th hit
of his career, allowing him to pass teammate Dan Coppola '95 for the all-time
College lead. Earlier in the season, he
eclipsed the career mark for RBIs, and his
total currently stands at 88. His offensive exploits and near flawless outfield
play (.970 fielding percentage) earned
him a return trip to Fenway.
"Hell rewrite every record before he's
through," said head baseball coach Bill
Decker. "He gives me confidence in that
third spot [in the batting order], and he
has grown into a complete player. But
even more importantly, he's a great person. I hope someone gives him a shot."
In an effort to improve his chances of
getting that shot, Ranieri spent last summer playing for the Middletown (CT)
Giants of the New England Collegiate
Baseball League. Like the professional
ranks, the NECBL allows hitters to use
only wooden bats, giving scouts a more
accurate idea of the hitter's pro potential.
Ranieri distinguished himself during the
40-game season, earning a spot on the
league's all-star team.
But Ranieri's feet: are firmly planted on

l

In this newspaper, it's aserene scene
of agazelle grazing in the brush.

baseball last summer, he lived on campus and interned at Prudential Securities
in downtown Hartford. The position
eventually led to a job offer, which
Ranieri accepted pending his athletic
career.
"Obviously, if baseball works out,
that's my first choice," said Ranieri. "But
I can't fool around after graduation. If
baseball doesn't work out, I have to get a
job and start my career."
But first things first. Ranieri and his
1996 teammates depart on Friday for
their spring trip to Fort Myers, Florida,
where the second-year captain hopes to
help his team to a fast start in his final
season. While he admits that individual
records and a potential professional career creep into his mind, he claims they
don't dominate his thoughts.
"I didn't think any of this would happen," Ranieri said. "When 1 got here, I
expected to get a good education, play
four great years of baseball, and then that
would be it. That's why I'm taking a very
laid back approach to this year.
"1 don't play for the numbers. And as
far as the pros are concerned, a lot of that
is out of my control. I want to be a leader
on the field and just do my job to help
this team."
Right now, the job is baseball. A few
months from now, that may or may not
still be the case. Either way, Ranieri
doesn't figure to be away from the game
for long.
"If baseball doesn't work out," he said,
"I'll probably stick with the stockbroker
job for a few years, until I can save some
money. But eventually, I think the most
fulfilling thing 1 could do would be to
teach and coach."
Obviously, he would teach his athletes
more than just how to play the game.
From Coach Ranieri, a player would
learn not only how to manage his swing,
but more importantly, how to manage
lf

In your room, it's a serene scene of
a gazellegrazing in the brush suddenly
caught off-guard by a 500-pound lion
that chases the fleeing gazelle down and
rips out its jugular. Hyenas soon follow.

Okay, so maybe the newspaper isn't the best place to demonstrate the breathtaking multimedia capabilities of a Macintosh" computer. But with the special campus savings we're now
offering on selected Macintosh computers and Apple'printers, you can easily take one home
and experience itwhere itwas meant to be: on your desk. With built-in stereo sound, video
graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to bringyourworktolife. So
visit us today, and look into the power of Macintosh. The power to be your best?

For more information asUtisontbe Internet at
bttp://hed.injo,apple.com/

Save big on a

For further information contact Maura Fennelly
tit llie Computer Store in the MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
Please Note: PowerMac 7100 bundles are also availablefora limited time,
starting as low as $1685.
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Braves And Rockies Aim For Playoffs Again
Colorado's Pitching Questions Unanswered; Hitting Must Dominate
BY MIKE WEINER

Sports Writer

In looking at the upcoming
baseball season there are a few
teams chat are already in an elite
group. Obviously the Braves
and Indians will look to continue their World Series runs.
In the NL the question is who
will challenge the Braves.
Cincinatti is definitely a consideration, as is Los Angeles with
their fielding improvements.
But who was the only team to
win a game against the Braves
in the National League playoffs?
Well, if you're talking about
power and flair, you might just
be talking about the Colorado
Rockies.
It is true that the Rockies have
not been very active in free
agency this year. They appear
to be content with last year's
strong finish. However, even
though they made the playoffs
last year, some publications are
predicting them to finish last in
the NL West due to their relatively non-existent offseason
transactions. Probably the biggest move the Rockies made
was the trade of starting catcher
Joe Girardi to the Yankees. Now
Coloradojust four years into the
league will not just attempt to
create a history for themselves
but also build off of last season,

like a veteran orgainzation. The
Rockies have already set history
in many offensive catigories, as
the "youngest" organization to
make the playoffs, in fan
attendence figures, and even in
merchandise sales.
As stated earlier the Rockies
have made very few if any
changes for this season in comparison to last year. Their everyday lineup will remain similar
to last season, and looks something like this:
INFIELD: First baseman
Andres Galarraga was an intricate part of the "Blake Street
Bombers." Last year he was one
of four players on the Rockies
who hit for over 30 homers.
Although his hitting percentage went down by about .90
points from two years ago his
RBI production was way up
from two years ago, exactly
what Baylor wants. He is also a
multiple time gold-glover at
firstbase.
Second base is a problem area
for the Rockies. They made a
valiant effort in attempting to
lure free agent Craig Biggio but
they failed. Eric Young, loved
among the Rockie faithful, had
surgery this offseason and will
not be ready for a couple of
months. Therefore, it looks like
the starting job will go to Jason
Bates. Bates is a young switch
hitter who impressed the

Castilla is another of the Blake League manager of the year.
Street Bombers who had a monPITCHERS: This has always
ster season last year hitting op- seemed to be the achiles heel of
posite field homeruns in Coors the Rockies. Great hitting but
Field.
huge starting ERAs. The
As stated earlier the Rockies Rockies are hurting when it
traded their starting catcher. It comes to starting pitching. Alseems as if they feel they have though they repeatedly try to
something better, younger, and improve their starting rotation,
maybe even more important they always seem to have probcheeper in Jayhawk Owens. lems. Bret Saberhagen looks to
Colorado says they see in be out for the year with arm
Owens better defense and he trouble and it appears as if Bill
definitely has more power Swift will miss the beginning of
than Girardi. Owens has the season in rehabilitation.
never played in more than a The relievers are solid, in fact
hundred games in a seson so they had the second best save
this could be a question mark statistics in the league. But, if
"the relievers have to end up
for the Rockies.
OUTFIELD: The biggest pitching two-thirds of the game
and most controvesial move everyday, there are going to be
Weiss is easily the most solid the Rockies made came about in problems.
defender the Rockies have in the the outfield. The three starters
With few offseason moves,
infield and has a decent enough will be Ellis Burks, Dante the Rockies will encounter the
on base percentage to be an an- Bichette and Larry Walker. same problem this year. Will
noyance to any pitcher facing Bichette and Walker are huge their offensive potential, infield
him. Last season the Rockies power hitters and Burks has defense, and youthful enthusidefense was one of the least er- shown signs of hitting knowl- asm be enough to counteract
ror prone clubs, in a large part edge at the plate. The problem their pitching and outfield. Last
to Weiss. This year the Rockies is defense. Bichette had so many year the chemistry was right as
will be expecting more of the problems in left field last year the Rockies continued play in
same.
that Baylor has decided to October. But this year, there are
Third baseman Vinny switch everyone. Walker, a gold greater expectations for the
Castilla was the suprise of the glover in right is being moved to orgainzation as a whole. Will
Rockies and maybe the league center, Bichette will move back the Rockies finish last in their
last year. Mired in the position to his natural position in right division, I doubt it. First is a
of backup shortstop for two and Burks will play left. Al- possiblity, but the Dodgers are
years, he broke out last season at though this may sound like a always tough. But as they say in
third base and ended up start- radical change, you can't ques- Coors Field, no matter what the
ing in the All-Star Game. tion Baylor, last year's National score, 'it is anybody's ballgame.'
Rockies enough last year with
his hitting. Although the
Rockies will miss Youngs speed
on the basepaths, Colorado is
not looking for anything spectacular at second base. In the
end though, this could be a
problem spot.
Walt Weiss has been a saviour
at shortstop for the Rockies.

With Lineup Intact, Braves Look To Retain World Series Title
(.253,24,78) is looking to return
The only real question mark staff can produce as expected. If
son.
• The remainder of the infield • to his banner form of the-1993 for the Braves is their fifth everyone has an average to great
is unchanged. Thirty-two year season (40 HRs, 120 RBIs) and starter. Schmidt, who showed year at the plate the Atlanta
old Fred McGriff recently once again be a major threat in great potential at times last sea- Braves will once again be playThis season the Braves will signed a four year contract and the Braves' batting order.
son, the hard throwing Wade or ing into October.
once again look to reach the Fall should once again hit over
The pitching staff has been possibly darkhorse candidate,
An average year will produce
Classic. For the most part, the thirty dingers from the first one of the best in the game for Tom Thobe (7-0,1.84 at Rich- a playoff berth and most likely
World Series team of a year ago base position. Last year he hit several years now and will mond) hope to find the answer, a trip to the National League
has remained intact, with the twenty seven home runs in the again seek to assert itself as the
Whoever does take on this Championship Series. Regardexceptions of pitcher Kent strike shortened season after best in baseball.
challenge will have to accept less, every baseball fan in AtMercker (traded to the Orioles hitting over thirty the previous
Staff ace, Greg Maddux (19-2, the fact that they must learn to lanta is lookiifg past the
for pitching prospects Joe seven years.
1.62 ERA), will try to earn an handle sporadic starts so that Olympics to another World SeBorowski
and Rachaad
At the other corner, is second unprecedented fifth straight Cy the remainder of the superstar ries title.
Stewart), catcher Charlie. year man and Rookie of the Year Young Award as well as attempt
O'Brien, and reliever Alejandro runner up, Chipper Jones (.265, to have a third straight season
Pena (both left to test the free 23,86). His twenty five errors with an ERA under 1.80. In
agent market). The most no- last season have raised some 209,2 innings last year he alWetteland will never forgive
continued from page 19
table new face to the team is eyebrows, but because it was his lowed 23 walks and struck out mance.of last year, The Yan- Buck Showalter for not giving
Jerome Walton.
kees are hopihgthat newly ac- him the ball to pitch the final
first year at the position his er- 181.
Left-hander Tom Glavine (16- quired Irefc agent left fielder inning in the fifth game
The pitching staff returns all rors are expected to go down,
major contributors except Shortstop Jeff Blauser (.211,12, 7, 3.08) hopes to improve on a Tim. Raines -will be their first against Seattle. He had a good
Mercker, but it is a rotation that 31) is looking to improve on his season he felt to be one of his base stealing threat since Steve year (2.93 ERA, 31 saves) and
led the league in ERA (3.44), disappointing season of last best. These two pitchers have Sax. However, even though even though he was rocky in
complete games (18), and year and Mark Lemke (.253, 5, received comparisons to Raines had a good hitting year the first few games, hedeserved
strikeouts. It also allowed fewer 38) will continue to play solid Drysdale and Koufax, but they (285,12,67), be only stole thir- to close the game in the elevruns, hits,
defense at the are not the only powerful teen bases. Gerald Williams enth inning.
and homers
second base pichers in the staff. In the third and designated hitter Ruben
Jeff Nelson (2,17 ERA in 62
spot is John Smoltz (12-7,3.18) Sierra (.263,19,86) will provide appearances) acquired in the
than any
position.
other staff
The outfield who had a respectable year af- anoccasional rest for the start- Martinez trade from Seattle,
in the Nawill be an- ter off season shoulder surgery, ere<
Bob Wickrnan, and youngster
t i o n. a 1
chored by Gold the fourth picher Steve Avery (7PITCHERS; Pitching,oftena Mariano Rivera should be good
League
Glove center 13, 4.67) did not have a strong •weak Uhk:forthe Yankees, ap- seHip men for Wetteland.'
With a solid
fielder Marquis season at all, but he did have a pears, to be relatively strong
OUTLOOK: Trie American
line up and
Grissom (.258, very good postseason perfor- this-year, Psivicl.Conevnllbe League East is one of the toughexceptional
12, 42, 29 SB) mance.
the opening day pitcher and est .divisions in baseball with'
1
starting rowho,
like
The absence of Mercker is not should be a»significantleader- Boston,-Baltimore, and New
tation, the Braves will look to McGriff, recently signed a four a major concern because of the In the •'clubnimsit' .Kenny',, ' .Ydrk.aE figuring to be 4tt the
make a run at their sixth con- year deal with the club. talented youn pitchers within Rpgers (17-7s 3.38 ERA) ac-' postseason hunt come Septemsecutive playoff birth and their Grissom will lead off the line- the Braves' farm system. The quirecl front Texas will replace
second consecutive World Se- up and continue to distract op- No. 5 starter could be rookie Jack McDowell as their second,
Other questions also linger
ries Championship.
posing pitchers at the plate as righthander Jason Schmidt or starter. Andy Petite (12-9,4,17), over this club. Can Tina
The starting line up will re- well as on the basepaths. Con- lefty Terrell Wade. The bullpen after coming in third in the Martinez and Bemie Williams
main almost the same as the one verted left fielder, Ryan Klesko is anchored by Mark Wohlers Rookie of the Year voting, repeat on their pleasantly surthat defeated the Indians in Oc- (.310, 23,70), had hoped to re- (25 saves, 2.09) who struck out hopes to continue his improve- prising seasons of a year ago?
tober. Javy Lopez will now as- turn to his natural first base 90 batters last season in 64.2 ment, Scott Kamieniecki (7-6, Will O'Neill continue to carry
sume the everyday catching spot, but with the resigning of innings.
4.01) will also have a starting a strong bat without power hkduties with the departure of McGriff, he will continue to
A solid group of set-up men, job. Jimmy Key hopes to return • .ters behind him?'- Can
O'Brien, His improved defense roam the outfield.
including Greg McMichael, to his form of two years ago fol- Wetteland come back fromhis
will compliment his impressive
As the young left fielder gets Brad Clontz, lefty Pedro Borbon lowing rotator cuff surgery,- • disappointing post season?
bat (.315,14 HRs, 51 RBIs) and it more at-bats, the Braves are and perhaps former Oriole pros- Dwight'Gooden could b> a fee* . ifaill these questions are, atvis believed that with a regular hopeful that his power numbers pect Borowski, will lay the
d f f l i ; ^ ^
spot in the order, he can produce will increase. Clubhouse leader groundwork for Wohlers to
over twenty home runs a sea- and right fielder David Justice have another successful season. g In the bullpen, John toi rncBromBombers
BY JIM RODRIGUES

Sports Editor

Yankees Improve Pitch ing
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Regional Baseball Previews: Mets, Yanks, & BoSox
Unrenowned Mets Team Expects Strong Season
OUTFIELD: The Mets had been lacking
a steady lead-off hitter for several
Sports Editor
years before they signed free agent
centerfielder Lance Johnson from the
The days of Dwight Gooden, Darryl Chicago White Sox. Johnson batted .306
ariimpact did':generaT
Strawberry, and Gary Carter are over. and was one of two players to have
. "."' . " . . . . ' " ' " ' . ' . ' . ' _
we;ag'ent:....wv;..; ,::v,..;^;^;;. .;..;i
There is neither one returning New York reached double figures in doubles,
tpnRedSox last season? Well, consider V sori; M l L M l o w ' C o ^
Met from the 1986 World Series team nor triples, and homeruns. In addition to his
the fact that he took overa team that: ;slot." Stanley, forevertt
anyone from the squad that traveled to bat, Johnson will provide good defense,
finished inthe American League East ceiver with belbw average defensive
the 1988 National League Champion- and he should be a definite threat on the
cellar in 1994, and completely turned skills buta powerful bat, will mainly
ship Series. In fact, this year's team con- base paths.
the organization around in just one year • be counted on.to handle the pitching
sists of many faces unfamiliar to casual
% guiding the:Olde Town team to an staff and,:like Cprdferb; should collect
Mcllvaine traded for Bernard Gilkey
and diehard Met fans.
86-58 record and an Eastern Division somewhere betw&en:15-2G round trip(.298,17,69) who should start in lef tf ield
title. -Can Duquette; a'former Arnherst;; pers this season.: Rpiindingiout the'or-''.
Over the past few years, the Mets have until the leftfielder of the future, Jay
Cpll|ge outfielder, pull off another ::der is hard-i
ridden themselves of high paid, high Payton, whose ability is comparable to
ipagic act again this season by leading:
profile players like David Cone, Bret that of Ron Gant, is ready for every day
theSoxioyerMuch imprpvedri vals ^
Saberhagen, and Bobby Bonilla. In explaying. The right
change, they have looked towards the
field position was
^•:^'^^^:vv:V:::":-^''-':'..i^fe€r^ip^:^|tedf;i;.
future. Just three players on their explayed by committe^Bbx^tihisseasonv^^^^^
:
pected opening day roster are over the
tee last year. This
tfre|;r:b£fense>;^
age of thirty. This is the first year in a
year could see the
^ ..^g Q ^ W ; jWhilei;:'g^ir|gi:'dp^n:jih*e";l&&;Sdx!|:;
"'••'••'•""• ^'"''••"••"•• "'•• •'J'^gyp^iti^||^^t|^i&|i|)^''
number of years that Met fans have had
same situation, as
a season to be optimistic about.
highly rated pros- •;|il|tig|hlS:sfe)Uld;:^
pects Carl Everett
INFIELD: The Mets infield was fairly
well established before the start of pre- and Ryan Thompson compete for the
^y|:tpap.;::paye|s|;bpth*;';:^^
season baseball. Rico Brogna (.289, 22 starting spot.
:
""'"': " '' ''"''' :':"'"""'' '"' ':'p:K-c&uM:;W:t^:'k^
HR's, 76 RBIs) will get the nod at first
PITCHING: This should be a strong
base where his gold glove potential and part for the Mets' game this year. Last
clutch bat remind many Met fans of year, the Mets were third in the league in
Keith Hernandez. Jeff Kent (.278,20,65) ERA. With Pete Harnisch (3.68 ERA) re- :3'T:lie; two'center fjeld'ephtehders: are"E':::ye
looks to return this year at second base, turning from injury, and full seasons
while Edgardo Alfonzo (.278 in part time from youngsters Jason Isringhausen (9work at third) expects to start at third 2,2.81) and Bill Pulsipher (3.98) the numbase.
bers look to be lowered. Hot fireballing
£ SiHpsey^priitiaryJ f %t
:Ke'|eSer:^MfH^eIdgffi::':::
General Manager Joe Mcllvaine would prospects Paul Wilson and Bobby Jones
prefer to acquire more power at third should close out a solid starting rotation.
The bullpen, which has been a probbase (he tried to lure Matt Williams and
:
:OTth;:|;BH3^en'leg::;::?
Robin Ventura to New York) and move lem for the Mets in years past should be
more
than
adequate
with
set-up
men
:The:leadbff spot may behahdledad%;
Alfonzo to second. It looks as if prospect
:|1ie3:Ref 'Ibjc-liiieup'is"
Ray Ordonez, whose great defensive Doug Henry, Pedro A. Martinez, Dave
i,:oftheafore-\
.itterS: T:hat is withBut:,:;ffie:b|ilk;pf::;:
skijjgjmpjimpfoving bat have been com- Mlicki, Bob MacDonald, and Chris
/: The grea't ques^^-^fiai
to Ozzie Smith, will battle Jose Nabolz. Incumbent John Franco (2.44,
tions for 1996 will revolve
Vizcaino (.287, 56 RBIs) for the starting 29 saves), at the age of thirty-five, reNumber1 two hole with budmains one of the top closers in the game
As
shortstop position
ding, superstar shonstpp
J
Todd 'Hundley ti28O,ny* W«HWfl«f
handle most of the everyday catching could face is that they lack significant'
f Stafl'sicd; Clemens was very
diocrity with a splendid '95
*"**~*--~-jd.uties, while Brent Mayne, a newcomer clubhouse leadership. New York does,
liinconsistent a year ago and
.seasbn'C298,27 HR, 102 RBL
irom Kansas City, will be the backup. however, have a number of anxious
37 2B, 20 SB), will play a key
?must be strong each outing to
Iniield depth should be adequate with young players looking to turn some
role this season for he will sets';'- S
keepliisteaminthegame. :
Vizcaino or Ordonez coming off the heads in the National League.
the table for the; big:bats of .first : Clemens, .will be followed by
They are hoping that their raw talent
bench, along with utility man Tim Bogar
baseman; :Mp Vaughn 'arid fight fielder righthander Aaron Selfe; last year's
(.290) and power hitting third baseman will earn themselves a wildcard appearButch Husky, who has yet to reach his ance in this season's National League Jose: Canseco. Vaughn will occupy the Opening Day starter who thre>vjust 30
playoffs.
potential.
irmitig& ;the entire seasori; before sue:cum;hing tQ a shoulcier injury itfjune;
:apture^:American:Le'ague:^M
:
ible: Player honbrs: :b^
byhittii
hittirig::^ri^yen-' Sele ^pivotal to Bristbns':fuecesS and
h l ^
hole well, trading for Tino Martinez (.293,
s, :;^h*ile^u : g1ipt|ip|e |rj|WJ
BY LEVI LITMAN
:;:Tple:::a.';fe;a'spn;:;::a:go,;;:|pie<
31 HRs, 111 RBIs) of Seattle.
Sports Editor
'"' '•"•••'::"-'":- ''' : " i "' i '" I i{^.t1iieTfacfi : wiJlSeCiipf;!^
Pat Kelly figures to start at second base
even though last year's batting average
With fan attendance figures increas- of .237 was not impressive. Tony
ing for the first time in many years, base- Fernandez will probably he the opening
ball is back. And so are the Bronx day shortstop, but he will have prospect
Derek Jeter breathing down his back
Bombers.
Ever since the strike shortened season ready to step in at any time.
Wade Boggs will remain the incumof 1994, the Yankees have returned to
bent at third base until he retrue form. New York domitires. His .324 batting average
nated the league before the
led New York and marked the
1994 mid-season strike and
thirteenth time in his fourteen
ipiittjfeCait&S:ft:;flg;;:s:tjis:K^
last year they proved they
^
|
year career that he has
were no fluke. Both pitching
:
ftKsMgggj:':::!Sff!oh";. y^
eclipsed the .300 mark. The
and hitting came together at
loss of utility man Randy
the end of last season as the
Kfi&n&e^
Velarde will hurt, but free
Yanks narrowly earned a
agent signee Mariano Duncan
wildcard
berth for
' (.267, 6, 36) should be an adpostseason play with a record
equate back up for the middle infield poof 79-65.
home runs for the San Francisco Gian ts, be veteran righthander Heathcliff
Last year's playoff appearance, the first sitions.
must
remain healthy this season to help Slocumb, who saved 25 games last seaJoe
Girardi
(.262,8,55)
was
picked
up
since 1981, will not be forgotten. After
the team by providing valuable protec- son as a member of the Philadelphia
New York took a 2-0 lead in the series, the from Colorado to fill the void left when
tion for Vaughn and Canseco. Follow- Phillies and will be asked to fill the
Mariners and their "Refuse to Lose" slo- Mike Stanley signed with the Red Sox.
ing
Mitchell will most likely be veteran void left by the departure of last year's
While
Girardi's
bat
is
not
as
good,
his
gan prevailed in the final three games of
left fielder Mike Greenwell, who fought closer Rick Aguilera, who left via free
defense is superior to Stanley's. Torre will
the series.
througharnnjury-riddled season to fin- agency in the offseason to return to the
This year, Yankee expectations are play super utility man Jim Leyritz at the
ish at ,297 with J5 home runs and 76 Minnesota Twins.
corner
infield
positions
as
well
as
high. With new manager Joe Torre takRBI.
"General 'manager .Duquette Has
ing over for Buck Showalter, and a num- catcher.
A true mark of just how dominating given skipper Kevin Kennedy a powOUTFIELD: The outfield will remain
ber of offseason acquisitions, the Bronx
this lineup may be rests with the bot- erful squad with which to contend in
Bombers will be aiming for the World strong. Paul O'Neill (.300,22,96) had yet
tom three hitters in the order, each ofbaseball's toughest division, the
another strong season as a Yankee. HowSeries.
whom
possess the capability to hit at American League East' If the Sox. are
INFIELD: For the first time since 1983, ever, without the bats of Don Mattingly,
least
.300,
Will Cordero, acquired in an able to put together their potentially
Danny
Tartabull,
and
Mike
Stanley
the Yankees will open the season withoff-season deal from the Montreal explosive offense with some impresout perennial All-Star Don Mattingly. around him, O'Neill may struggle this
Expos, will start at second base this sea- sive pitching, this will most definitely
Mattingly's retirement left a large gap year. Bernie Williams (.307,18,82) hopes
son, takingover for the recently released be a team to be reckoned with come
both at first base and in the clubhouse. to repeat on his breakthrough perforLuis Alicea. Cordero; just twenty-foar October. ' . " -, - "
see YANKEES page 18
Owner George Steinbrenner filled the
BY LEVI LITMAN

Ihnks Seek Return To Playoffs
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Scrimmages Good Learning Experience For Women's Lacrosse
Joining these multi-talented
attack players are five new
Sports Writer
freshmen: Dorothy Cavanagh,
Nancy Dwyer, Kara Hood, Alix
While the snow has finally Johnston, and Whitney Scarlett.
melted outside, things in the Coach Sheppard feels very confield house have really been fident with the high school exheating up since the middle of perience and coaching that
February. Women's lacrosse these incoming women have
kicked off their season with an had. The stick work and offenintensive three weeks of try- sive techniques of these new
outs and now the 1996 squad of members will have some of
twenty-three women has been them in starting positions.
established. Having lost nine
Trinity's powerful defense is
out of nineteen players from last led by the other co-captain Kara
year's team, four due to gradua- Ryczek '96, an athlete that
tion, Coaches Robin Sheppard Sheppard considers "the ultiand Chantal Lacroix were anx- mate team player." Ryczek fini ious to rebuild their team that ished last year's season earning
last year attended the NCAA Third Team National Allplayoff tournament.
American honors for her tireless
A great deal of focus has been defensive skills and strong atput on the ten returning mem- tack maneuverability scoring 15
bers who will act as the strong goals. Kara was also selected as
foundation for this new team. a preseason All-American DiviThe attack is led by senior co- sion III midfielder by Lacrosse
captain Sarah Berkman (27 Magazine [March-1996]. While
points scored in 1995) who is "a on the mend from a back injury
strong midfielder", comments early this season, junior Jenny
Sheppard. "She is starting off Dakin, a second team Regional
this season where she finished All-American last year, is playlast year." Her stick skills and ing a little less than full strength
right now. Coach Sheppard retechnique are in top shape.
calls
Dakin's best game last year
While she saw minimal time
last year, junior Kearney against Middlebury in the
Harrington will see time this NCAA playoffs in which she
season as a starting wing, showed her tremendous stickSheppard remarked, "Kearney is handling skills with intensity
looking strong and confident and passion.
with sharp skills." Jen
Junior Monty Atkins, known
Martinelli, a second team Re- for her great athleticism, played
gional All-American as a fresh- her first full varsity game last
man last year scoring 47 goals year in the NCAA tournament.
and 11 assists, will fill a low This year she will be bumped
home attack position along up to a defensive starting posiother sophomores Ashley tion. Sheppard does comment
Knowles and Gaera Hynaes.- All •- 1 th.auAtkins %ieeds.,«i be more
three continue to show great vocal in her game" A low crease
improvement in the field house defense player known for being
as they work on offensive plays extremely vocal on the field is
around the crease. Having sophomore Amanda Tucker.
scored twenty goals last year, While last year she brought lots
junior Jory Waldman will be of spirit to this team this year
filling a mldfield position "run- she comes in with a serious
ning all 120 yards". Along with playing attitude. Now joining
her unstoppable scoring and this strong defensive unit are six
quick speed, she has made a "re- freshmen: Kelly : Flaman,
markable improvement on her Courtney Glenn, Cynthia Hill,
defense," notes Coach Sheppard. Tara Joyce, Camilla Love and
BY KATIE KURZ

Amanda Wu.
While the field positions
were strongly covered, the
coaches had a serious task at
hand before the beginning of
this season; finding a new goalkeeper. After weeks of recruiting and hard training, the
Bantams found two new freshmen goalies. Sheppard remarked that Caroline Olmstead
and Allison Lanzetta have been
doing "extremely well."
Olmstead, who came to lacrosse
right off the ice hockey rink as
their goalkeeper, is playing
goalie for the first time; in high
school, she was a field player.
Lanzetta, on the other hand,
played goalie in high school.
Coach Sheppard states that
since this is a new squad the
Bantams' experience last year at
the NCAA tournament will not
be a driving force for this team.
While only having played outside once this season, the
coaches believe that this team
has the potential to make postseason tournament play. The
deciding factor though lies in
the team's minds and hearts.
Lacrosse Magazine {March
1996), with its spring collegiate
previews, has ranked Trinity #5
in the country in Division III.
Trinity is placed just behind #1
Trenton State, William Smith,
Middlebury, and Hopkins.
This Friday the women will
pack their bags and travel down
to Hilton Head, South Carolina
for Spring Break training. They
will stop near Philadelphia for
a Saturday game against #14
Ursinus. This will be their first
gams.agaiASta.top notch school.
Ursinus is the only scheduled
game over Spring Break.
The women just came back
this weekend from a close win
in their second scrimmage of
this season against Holy Cross.
This was the team's first time
outside as they played in the
frigid cold on Holy Cross' turf.
Ryczek comments on this
scrimmage as being "a good indicator and a learning experi-

Ashley Knowles '98 practices a shot against
Freshman Allison Lanzetta.

GUS ELLISON

ence, since it was our first time formance though in the scrimoutside of Trinity's field house." mage.
So while the victory this past
Their first scrimmage was held
at Wesleyan's expansive field Saturday was not a very well
house on the 28th of February. played one, the team looks opti"Trinity is definitely a better mistically to the season that
team," Ryczek continues, "un- starts this Saturday against
fortunately the close score Ursinus, The women are going
to have to want the victories
didn't show that."
Coach Sheppard agrees, "the and mentally figure it all out.
scrimmage was not a good per- Coach Sheppard says she hasn't
formance across the board, seen a freshmen group of
much of that attributed to the women this.strong in years.
fact that this was the first time Therefore she sees "no need for
outside. Holy Cross was better a rebuilding season; the past
prepared and we made poor five weeks in the field house has
midfield decisions which led to been time enough." The women
poor transitions only leading to are going to have to focus on inconfusion among the defense dividual efforts and then take it
and unorganized offense." The ' to a team level. If these goals can
team has now moved outside of be reached, the Bantams have
the field house to hopefully an extremely promising season
solve some of these problems. awaiting them with hopes of
Sheppard commends Sarah making it to the NCAA playoffs
Berkman's extraordinary per- again.

Track Looks To Continue Success After Trip To South
BY JIM RODRICUES

Sports Editor

This year, the Trinity outdoor
track and field teams hope to
improve upon their campaign
of a year ago. Members of the
team believe that this is very
possible based on the performances given by several athletes during the indoor season.
Some of the team's scorers have
been lost to graduation, but
their replacements have filled
the void nicely thus far, based
on their showing during the indoor season.
Their goals are to get everyone to achieve personal best
times at meets, prepare well for
the April 27-28 NESCAC meet
at Amherst, and qualify as
many athletes as possible for
the New England meet which
will be held at Tufts University
on May 4. Team Captains
Michelle Miller '97, Merridith
Minerd '96, Kathrin Phalen '96,
Chuck Baker '97, and Tiger
Reardon '96 will work closely
with Head Coach Ed Mighten to
see that these goals are accomplished.
The men look to better their
fourth place NESCAC meet finish, in which they missed third

Freshmen Andrew Joseph and Matt McShane
run in the multi-purpose field house.

place by only one point a year
ago. "If we could duplicate last,
year's performance that would
be very good, " commented
Baker.
Improvement is a very realistic goal for the season, especially
with the added depth of the distance team. RobJohnson '97 has
joined the team and Eric
Lavigne '98 looks to make a significant contribution since returning from an injury. Ben
Appleyard '98 is looking to place
in the NESCAC meet this year,
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after narrowly missing out last
year. He will more than likely
qualify for the New England
meet as •well.
The sprint team will be led by
Jon Karp .'97, who last year was
injured for several big meets.
When he is healthy, Karp is a
dangerous runner as he proved
during the past indoor season.
With a solid performance this
spring, he should be a lock to
qualify for New Englands.
Both the 4xl00m and
4x400m men's relay teams will

be looking to repeat as league
champions in the upcoming
season and should help the Bantams improve upon last year's
season.
In the field, sophomores
Frank Taylor and Ray Jones
will make a formidable contribution in the triple jump. Taylor recently became the New
England Indoor Triple Jump
Champion.
Jones, who has recently returned to practice after earning
Division III All-American wrestling honors, is seeking to defend his NESCAC triple jump
crown. Taylor will also be a
threat in the long jump in
which he had a tremendous
season this winter.
The women's team is also
looking to build from last year.
Phalen, the New England
1000m indoor champion, looks
to lead the distance team after
completing a stellar indoor season.
Miller, the team's top sprinter,
is looking to return to the
NCAA Division III National
meet where she was able to
compete a year ago.
Freshmen Yolanda Flamino
and Pam Kelley each had excellent indoor seasons and will be
counted on to help the Bantams

improve throughout the spring.
With the help of several other
athletes, this team is looking to
have a tremendous year.
"I am optimistic about the
women's team for the season. I
think we are going to do well.
We had a very strong indoor
season and several people
achieved personal records. The
team really improved during
the winter and we are hoping to
build on that," said Phalen.
The spring season will begin
next week as the team travels to
Atlanta for a week of training.
The team is tired of practicing
in the cold and snow:
"Team morale will be high
because we will be able to run
in the warm weather and on an
outdoor track," commented
Phalen.
While in Atlanta, the team
will practice then participate in
a meet at Emory University.
When they return, the Bantams
will have four meets to prepare
for the NESCAC championship
at the end of April.
Baker says of the early training, "Everyone is together getting in some good training. In
Atlanta we will have eight solid
days of training and a meet.
Once we get back we will be
ready to race."
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Players Honored In Women's Squash Final Banquet
BY LIZ ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

The Women's Varsity Squash
Team held their annual banquet
last Saturday night. They reminisced about this past season
and honored seniors. Coach
Wendy Bartlett, who had just
finished her 12th year at Trinity,
presented several awards.
Their new expanded regular
season gave the Bantams more
match experience and they
were pleased with their 9-6 finish. They also knew that many
of their losses were close
against top Division I universities. Their 7th place finish at the
Howe Cup Team Championships placed them above
Amherst, but below all of the
Ivy League schools.
"We really finished this season as the top small college,"
said Coach Bartlett. "The only
teams above us were the six Ivy
League schools, and we did well
against them. We lost to
Dartmouth 6-3 in the Howe
Cup, to Yale 6-3, and 5-4 to Penn,
and we just destroyed all the
small schools 9-0 or 8-1."
Co-Captains Carolyn Young
['96] and Lindsay Conway ['96]

named the team's most valuable
players for the season.
Bartlett felt that they really
earned their recognition this
season, "We had great leadership this year and we're really
going to miss these seniors, particularly our captains Carolyn
and Lindsay. Lindsay won practically every match she played
against the Ivy Leagues. She
went 3-2, yet she lost two of
them, but she worked so hard.
She dove, crashed into walls and
did anything she could to get to
the ball."
"After every match she had
bloody knees. Even in our last
regular season match against
Princeton, she nearly fractured
her hand because she was hit by
her opponent's racket. She
looked like she went through a
war after the season had ended.
1 am glad she feels good about
herself because she gave everything she had."
Young has also been an important part of this team for all
four of her seasons. Her consistent play has earned her the No.
2 spot for the last three years.
For the third year in a row
Anne Chick '96 received the
Most Improved Player award.
Her dedication to practice has

"We worked very hard this season. The
team has improved incredibly since
November...We had great leadership this
year and we're really going to miss these
9rs." — Head Coach Wendy Bartlett
both played an important role
in leading the team to its win-,
ning record with exceptional
play and leadership," com3.ted Coach Bartlett. She was
also impressed with the team's
work ethic. "We worked very
hard this season. The team has
improved incredibly since November."
The awards given at the banquet ranged from on court excellence
to
individual
leadership and persistence.
Conway and Young were

increased her skills from her
Her example of excellence will
be missed next year by this
team.
Amanda Tucker '98 was recognized for her efforts of keeping the team's thoughts positive
all season by receiving the spirit
award. She will again have to be
an active member of this team
next year in order to keep them
on track.
The next award made its debut appearance on Saturday

night. Chick's father donated a
new type of coach's award for
determination and leadership
this season. Freshman Betsy
Paluck was the first recipient of
the Chick award. She has a
bright future ahead of her at
Trinity, and with the loss of five
out of the top nine, she will
surely move up from her 6th
position.
With a look ahead, Katie
Reifenheiser '97 was chosen to
be the new Team Captain for the
1997 season. It seems as though
the team will be able to stand up
to the competition next year
due to clever planning. Coach
Bartlett took 14 players this year
knowing that we would be losing 4 star senior players, Chick,
Conway, Meaghan O'Malley,
and Young. The Bants will miss
No. 1 Serena Carbonell '98 when
she studies abroad next winter.
Coach Bartlett will be expecting a lot from underclassmen
Amanda Tucker '98, Sally
Amon '98, Emily Keating '99
Amanda Wu 98' and Sarah
McGowan '99 next season.
Coach Bartlett has been
working hard to recruit some of
FILE PHOTO
the top prep-school players to Co-Captain Lindsay Conway helped lead
further the continued success of the Bantams to a 9-6 regular season record.
women's squash at Trinity. She
feels Trinity has a lot to offer that President Dobelle is doing
As the season now closes, it
with a combination of beauti- has been beneficial. The recruits will be remembered as the year
ful facilities and a small college seem impressed with what he of Coach Bartlett's 100th win. It
ambiance.
has to say and what Trinity has came in a momentum changing
match in the win over Williams
This summer Trinity is plan- to offer."
ning to put in eight wide softBartlett and her team were College. Coach Bartlett's hand
ball courts. Both Coach Bartlett pleased to be able to play with in this team has made it an enand the men's coach Paul the men's team in practice this joyable experience for all team
Assaiante hope that they will season and to have some joint members and the seniors will
again get to host the Intercolle- matches, especially the be missing her guidance on and
-off the court as they graduate.
son. She believes President joyed each other's company and Yes, changes are in store, but the
Dobelle is helping to attract they plan to have more joint Bantams will prepared and
new students. "The marketing matches in the seasons to come. ready for the season of '97.

"A good lawyer knows the right
questions to ask and where to find the
answers. Anyone can look in a book.
What makes the difference is learning
from the insight of others. That's what I
did as an undergraduate at Yale, that's
what I did at Touro Law Center, and
that's what I'll do as an attorney in the
JAG Corps. Tapping into avariety of perspectives can make the difference
between a good lawyer and a great one."

Assaiante Shares
Positive Outlook
continued from page 24
guys have made a greater commitment to tennis here at Trin-.
ity. It's going to show down the
road. But for this year, my goal
for this team is for them to be
able to look in the mirror on
May 4th and say that I am a significantly better tennis player
than I was on March 15th. The
wins and losses take care of
themselves. I want these kids to
grow as much as they can. My
philosophy as a coach has always been, it is not where you
finish, it's how far you travel.
This is something we have control over."
Lately the team has been
practicing two hours every day
on a tough workout routine.
The Bantams will start their
preseason m a t c h play over
spring break when they will
travel to Hilton Head, South
Carolina. They are scheduled to
play four matches at Hilton
Head against Colby College,
Carnegie Mellon College,
Hartwick College, and Baker
College. One day after their re-

turn they will begin their regular season against Coast Guard
Academy at home.
Senior Adam Naylor has high
hopes for the team this season,
"This team has come a long way
in the four years I have been
here. I think we are going to surprise a lot of people. Our spring
trip is going to help us a lot because we tend to get off on a
slow start, but now we will have
some preseason match experience. We also have three months
of indoor practice under our
belt which we have never had
before. I think we can give anyone a run for their money and I
predict we will have the best
season the school has had in 25
years."
The'men are ready for competition. All of these changes in
the tennis program will surely
help them and it has been great
to see this program move in a
positive direction. Yes, Trinity
does have a Men's Varsity Tennis team and they will make
themselves known on campus
this season.

Touro's unique student-centered
culture offers a legal education in an
atmosphere of mutual respect, cooperation and collaboration. Faculty are committed to professional development and
excellence in teaching.
Touro graduates, like Peter
Galindez, are well prepared when they
venture into the practice of law in
today's competitive and ever-changing
legal environment.

could ask
get answers."
1/eutenan! ("J.G.J Peter Galindez, (JSNR
Attorney, Judge Advocate General Corps.
Touro Law Center, Class of I SOS

300 Nassau Road
Huntington, Long Island, NY 11743
516-421-2244 Ext. 312 • 516-421-2675 fax
httpyAvww.tourolaw.edu
TDD/TTY: 516-421-0476
Juris Doctor degree
ILM. for foreign iayivers
Full/part-time, day/evening programs
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Water Polo Club Team Seeks
Increasing Improvements

THE TRINITY TRIPOD —MARCH

Men's Lacrosse Off
To Favorable Start
Bv MIKE WEINER

Sports Writer

A

•

Water Polo Club practicesirTFerris Athletic Center.
BY JASON M . CHUNG

Sports Writer

The Trinity Water Polo Team hopes to
make improvements for the spring season. After coming off an impressive 135 fall, the Bantams will look to the
leadership and expertise of new coach
Scott Heidorn 97, and newly elected captain Erik Burgers '98.
Although just a club sport, Trinity has
had a long line of excellence in Water
Polo, dating back to the early 19701s. The
tradition has been renewed with the incoming freshman class. Freshmen
Steven Longley, Phil Burgers, and goalie,
Nick Fainelli have made huge impacts
on the Bantam team. Longley and
Burgers had been named to the Eastern
Water Polo Association first and second
teams respectively, while Fainelli received the Appleton MVP Award. Transfer student Gregory Miller '98 looks to
solidify the defense for the Bantams.
W ^ V L £ & S $ ' 9 & ; B ^ Y 3 6 W I < W '99, and

AHan'Edmiston '98 provide alternative
scoring threats, and more than adequate
bench support as well.
"In the future we would like to surround the offense around Ryan, he looks
like he can contribute a lot." said Erik
Burgers.
The team also looks to juniors Matt
Lorenz, Dave McFarland, and TomMurray for. additional leadership and
support. Sophomores W. Luke Vicens,
Aram Bloom, Ann Taylor, and Freshmen
Andy Torrant, and Rick Coduri will also

be expected to fill voids left by the departing senior class.
The young, talent laden team looked
to the senior leadership of T. Appleton,
Eric Graham, and Adam Naylor this past
season. Appleton, and Graham had
coached the Bantams for two seasons
prior to the spring 1996 season.
After a year of apprenticeship
Heidorn takes over the reigns of Head
Coach from Appleton. Erik Burgers
looks to lead the Bantams to an EWPA
title, and with his scoring ability from
the seven meter it looks like he can do
so. With the offensive fire power in E.
Burgers, P. Burgers, and Longley, and the
defensive stoppers in Fainelli, and Miller,
championship hopes may soon become
a reality. The first test for the Bantams is
on April 6-7, when the Water Polo Team
travels up to Amherst to face Bowdoin
College and current EWPA champions,
Amherst College.
"Our goal for this and next season is
to conquer our competition, win New
Englands and go to Easterns. As far as
I'm concerned it is •within our reach "said
Erik Burgers. With this team, it looks like
these goals are going to become a reality.
Trinity players feel that within a couple
of years'the team may be able to turn
varsity.
It is confirmed that Trinity College
will host the EWPA New England Club
Water Polo Championships. Captain
Burgers added, "We need support, and we
would like to encourage the Trinity community to come out and watch some exciting polo."
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This past Sunday the men's lacrosse
team started their 1996 campaign
against NESCAC rival Bates. The Bantams found themselves playing on the
astroturf of Springfield College due to
the poor field conditions at Trinity,
However, the fact that they were playing at a neutral sight did not seem to
matter.
The Bantams came in with a twentytwo man squad for the game. The size
of the squad, which is much smaller
than last year's has been considered an
advantage by the team and coaching
staff alike so far Although the Bantams
have a small team, their physical conditioning was impressive against Bates.
"The conditioning and small numbers is satisfying, especially with the
fourth quarter results," said Head Coach
MikeDarr. •
The Bantams seemed to'control most
of the first quarter of action. Despite
Trinity's dominance, the first goal
scored by either team was by the Bates
Bobcats.' Later in the period, Gregg
Franco '96 took his defender to the goal

over the game, shutting them out in
such a crucial period. In fact, Trinity,
was able to hold the Bobcats to only
eighteen shots all day.
"Surviving the third period was a
critical point in the game. It could have
easily been Bates' game had they been
able to produce," was Tri-Captain Clay
Siegert's '96 view on the crucial third
period of the game.
After escaping the scoreless third
quarter unscathed, the Bantams continued their goal scoring assault in the
final period. Cartin finished off his hat
trick, and senior Tri-Captain Luke
Tansill scored twice during the run.
juniors Peter Rhoads, and Dan Serening
each added a goal to the ca«se.*With a
lot of people playing a lot of minutes we
could have nursed the three goal lead,
but we did everything we could to put
the game away. It was a great team effort," said Darr.
In the fourth period, the Bantam's
doubled their scoring total of the first
half, "What was most satisfying was
the fourth period where we outscored
{Bates] 5-0," was Darr's assessment of
the final period The Bantams ended up
. with a convincing 10-2 win. Ontheday,
' they outshot Bates 37 to 18. Also aiding

"This was a great way to start the season, obviously It
was a total team victory, the whole way through/*
- Coach Mike Darr
o give the Bantams their first goal of the
e^rt (2 assists),
season tying the score 1-1.
g( s u P ^ # |
With the score, tied^at one at the be- well as fellow juniors Julian Song
;mhing of the second quarter, Trinity's sist) and Brian,, Byrne (1 assist). Hale
fciseplotted" In a|ime,.rA|nj(_tesjDan,(v Everets '97 also's'dofedon^goakmd
g
coredtwo gdalfourmg
lurry on his way to a three goal perfornance ontheday;. This allowed the Ban:ams to, establish, themselves firmly in
he lead at the half, by a score of 5-2.
In the third quarter, faced their big-.
jest test of the relatively young seaspr

rheball
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m
ffensfe|s:||IBff^^^retorced to'
tay^witri itr least one'man down for a
.arge majority of the quarter.
.Yet, the Bantams stingy defense reused to allow the Bates offense to take

g
Ronan contributed a solid effort allowing only two goals while making fourteen saves on the day.
The teams next test will cpme.in
zona as they
the opener it's always a
plus, especially with limited practice
time outdoors. This was a great way to
start the season, obviously. It was a total team-victory, the whole way
through," said Darr.

Pitching, First Base Biggest Preseason Voids
continued from page 24
Mike Irving. With the exception of
Sof tic.all received significant action for
the Bantams last year, with Popeleski
leading the returning hurlers in ERA
(3.21) and Henry in innings (34) and
w i n s (3); . ' . . • [ • .

.

Brendan Falvey '98 and Chris Sheehan
'97, who has returned after a two-year
abscence, may get a chance on the
mound as well.
Softie and Sean Gillespie '98, a converted shortstop, are the leading candidates to replace Carbone at first. Falvey,
who started there ocasionally in 1995,
and Christian Burchfield '98 will also be
in the hunt.
Decisions about the rest of the infield
will not cause Decker nearly as much
stress. Rob Kane '97 returns for his third
year as a starter at second base, and co-

to find a way to get them on the field
somewhere." .
Anchoring the outfield will be
Ranieri, who was named to the NEIBA
Division III All-New England First Team
for the second time last year, allowing
him to play in an all-star game at Fenway
Park
A professional prospect, Ranieri is already the College's all-time leader in
base hits (119) and runs batted in (88),
and holds single-season records for
doubles, total bases, base hits, RBI, and
at-bats. Ranieri will once again handle
centerfield responsibilities.
Falvey and Ryan Shattuck "97 are the
frbntrunners to replace Chris Donahue
'95 and Dan Coppola '95 in right and left,
respectively, but they will be challenged
by Bob Ayer '97, Chris Slawsky '97 and
Kirk Chisholm '99.

"Losers find problems, but winners find solutions...We
just need to go out and compete on an every day
basis."
—Coach Bill Decker
captain Chris Lembo '96, a .400 hitter a
year ago, starts his third season at third
base;
Sophomore Kyle Armstrong will once
again patrol the shortstop position, but
Falvey and Sheehan are expected to see
time as-well.
"Falvey and Sheehan can do a lot of
different things," said Decker. "We have .

Paolo Sorio '96,has the inside track on
taking over for the graduated Pete Tighe
at the catcher position, but Colin Lynch
'98 is not far behind. Burchfield is also
expected to fill in behind the plate.
"We-'ll definitely hit the baseball well,"
said Decker, whose Bants hit .320 as a
team a year ago. "We just need to go out
and compete on a. consistent basis."

Men's baseball optimistically awaits their spring break trip to
Fort Meyers.

Due to NESCAC rules which limit the
number of games that can be played
while classes are in session, the Bantams
need to have a busy spring trip in order
to play the minimum number of games
to qualify for the NCAA's.
Thus, the team will play 12 games in
nine days during Spring Break. However,
Decker refuses to let his team make excuses.
"Losers find problems, but winners
find solutions," Decker said. "Obviously
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we have to handle things differently
down south because of the schedule. But
we're going down there to win.
:
"My three goals for this trip are always
to win baseball games, to relax and get
away, and to represent the school in a
positive manner. That trip is just one
part of our schedule. We need to compete for the whole season."
If the team competes to the best of its
ability, Coach Decker may have a much
easier decision to make this time around.

V

Trinity Inpod NCAA
I Tournament Leaders
(through first two rounds)
151 points:
150 points:

149 points:
148 points:

147 points:

146 points:

Art Wallace
Kevin Kane
Justin Hudock
Sally Bullock
Kyle Armstrong
Mike Chute
JimSanzi
Brendan Falvey
Gabe Kramer
Jennifer Lee
Mike Baskoff
Kirk Peters
Christine Ragasa
Danny Markstein
Christopher B. Bonny
Cam Stewart
Greg Bader
Drew Hyiand
Jenny Gunkel
Ramon Paguada
Sara Kaliski
Artie Kalos
Laura Ewen

|*if there are any problems with the above
| results contact Levi or Jim at Tripod X2589

]Correction:The NCAA Tournament
IPrognisticator Peter Greenberg's prediction for j
J the championshipJsJJCpnn over Kentucky,
an was incorrectly listed on page
| seventeen of last week's issue.
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I DEADLINES ARE DOE:
"*
IFRIDAY MARCH 22
fes are being accepted for:
SSoftball-Major and Minor
jLeague
Coed Indoor SoccerI*AII teams must be coed
3-3 BasketballMen's Pro- 1 varsity player
Men's College- no varsity players!

(College View Cafe Weekly Sports Trivia Contest:
IRules: The first person to correctly answer all five trivia questions and leave a voice
Smail message at the Tripod X 2589 will win a pitcher of Icehouse at the View.
|1) Where did Trinity College prefessor Drew Hyland play his college basketball?
§2) Who was the last Major League pitcher, before Greg Maddux, to have
consecutive seasons with an ERA under 1.80?
|3) Which is the only NCAA Division I conference to send three teams to the Final
Four?
|4) Name the three teams for the previous question and the year in which it
happened?
15) Who is the only Major League shortstop to win back-to-back MVP awards?

I Answers from last week: 1) UMass 2) Florida and Arkansas 3) Vanderbilt
4) Magic Johnson 5) University of Wisconsin Platteville
^Congratulations to last week's winner Tom Hazlett.

NESCAC Basketball Standings
Women's Final Standings

Men's Final Standings
School
Williams
Amherst
Bowdoin
Conn Coll
Hamilton
Trinity
Tufts
Colby
Middlebury
Bates
Wesleyan

W
24
21
19
18
16
14
15
16
11
10

L
2
6
6
8
9
8
10
11
12
14
18

5

Pet

Streak

.923
.778
.760
.692
.640
.636
.600
.593
.478
.417
.217

W5
W8
LI

LI
LI
W2
LI
LI
Wl
Wl
L3

I The Trinity Tripod would like to
I recognize end-of-year athletic and
academic awards won by men's
[Wolff. Wolff was named First Team
GTE Academic All-American. He was
also named co-NESCAC player of the
year (along with David Stephens of
Colby.) Wolff ended the season with
22.6 points per game and 5.5 rebounds
per game. His career total of 1448 points
J placed him second on Trinity's all-time
scoring list.

School
Middlebury
Bowdoin
Amherst
Bates
Trinity
Williams
Conn College
Hamilton
Colby
Tufts
Wesleyan

W
21
19
18
17
16
14
12
11
7
5
0

L
5
7
7
7
9
8
11
14
17
17
22

Pet Streak
.808 LI
.731 LI

.720
.708
.640
.636
.522
.440
.292
.227
.000

LI
W4
LI
W7
W2
L6
L2
Lll
L22

NESCAC Hockey Standings!
Final Standings
School
MiddJebury
Colby
Bowdoin
Conn Coll
Amherst
Tufts
Hamilton
Williams
Trinity
Wesleyan

W
22
19
18
16
17
13
15
11

8
4

L..__T. Pet
2
0 .917
0 .826
4
1 .771
5
7
1 .688
0
9
.654
2
8
.609
11 1
.574
13 1
.460
12 2 .409
19 1 .188

SAVE $$ AT THE VIEW
Mike Bittner '97

$10 w/coupon
save $6.50
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
i

-

GOOD NOON UNTIL 8 PM, EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE

Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers*

Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
*=Mil's Best

Mike Bittner was named
Division I Second Team AIIAmericari in softball squash
last week. His 12-6 individual
record playing in the number
one slot I'ea'd'the the team to a I
13-3 record playing against
larger division I schools.
Bittner was also awarded
with the team K/IVP, and was
elected as captain for next
season.
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Bittner Named AIl-American Third Consecutive Year
BY LEVI LITMAN

Sports Editor

After a successful season of
defeating top ranked opponents, Mike Bittner '97 earned
Division I Second Team AllA merican honors for the second
consecutive year in Softball
squash. During his freshman
year, the team played hardball,
his natural game, and he was
named First Team Ail-American.
Bittner's Second Team AilAmerican honor is especially
impressive because Trinity, a
Division III school, is competing
in a league with larger Division
I schools.
In addition, many of the First
Team All-Americans come
from foreign countries where
squash is a more popular sport
and the level of competition is
much higher. Bittner ranks
amongst the top four American
citizens playing at the collegiate
level.
Brought up playing hardball,
Bittner faced a difficult transition in the middle oE his sopho-

more year when the Division I
Squash League switched to softball.
"It put Mike at a tremendous
disadvantage. Yet he has been
able to retain his All-American
standing," said Coach Paul
Assaiante, who arrived at Trinity two years ago from West
Point to take over the men's
squash and tennis programs.
"Last year he was a Second Team
All-American with pretty decent results. This year he had
terrific results. Mike is a remarkable guy at this school
who heads a remarkable program."
While Bittner's transition to
Softball has been successful, "it's
been difficult physically and
mentally," he said. "In softball,
there is a different outlook on
the game. You need to be much
more patient."
Trinity's squash team has
traditionallybeen a strong
team. Mark Lewis, a Trinity
graduate from 1987, is currently
the number five ranked player
in the United States.
Assaiante modestly admits
that the Bantam's success
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Junior Mike Bittner has established
himself as a premiere squash player.

"started well before my arrival.
Trinity is a little squash haven
where we walk around very
proud of our accomplishments."

number one slot for the entire
year, had an individual record
of 12-6. Because of his stellar
play Bittner was named MVP of
the team and captain for next
season.
However, Bittner believes
that last year was a true team
effort and he shares his individual success with his teammates. "It was a great honor to
be named MVP," he said. "But
this year, everyone equally contributed and anyone could have
won the award."
Bittner is also excited for next
year. "I am looking forward to
being captain next year because
we have a great group of returning guys and we should get
some good new recruits. In the
past, I have been more of a quiet
leader. Next year, as a senior
captain, I will try to lead by example and be more vocal."
Bittner shares the team's success with Assaiante as well,
..Xoach has helped the squash
team tttttiendsagl^and the results are already ifrTomng,
Hopefully one day we can compete with the Princetons and
Harvards."

This year's Trinity squash
team ended up sixth in the
country with an impressive 133 record. Bittner, playing at the

Men's Tennis Optimistic For Spring Decker, Baseball Team
Bv Liz ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

Head Coach Paul Assaiante
took on a challenge when he
came to Trinity last winter and
he was excited to take it on. Last
spring, his team had its best season in twelve years with a
record of 6-6. The entire team
feels that last season's results
can be built on this season.
"The people who are going to
be factors this year will most
likely be Tyler Eddy '96, Tim
Stringer '98, Captain Chase
Toogood '96, Jon Beach '97,
Mathieu Hebert '98, Adam
Naylor '96, Peter Greenberg '98,
Philip Warner '98, and Eric
Narotsky '98," stated Coach
Assaiante.
The men have taken drastic
measures to improve Trinity's
tennis program with the guidance of Coach Assaiante. They
can proudly say that they are on
the road to recovery because in
order to improve their game and
fitness level the team has created split practice and match
seasons.
This past fall, they vowed to
match the schedule of other
NESCAC teams by having in- Senior Captain Chase Toogood practices his serve GUSELUSOh
tense play in the fall and spring in the field house.
along with their winter train- matches, conditioned very Evslin moved to the University
ing. With help from dedicated hard, worked on individual of California Santa Cruz.
upper classman, Naylor, Eddy, games, and had three scrim"The boys have worked very
and Toogood, Coach Assaiante mages. We felt very good about hard this winter and I have put
has been able to create a semi- our chances in the spring dur- great emphasis on conditioning
year round men's tennis pro- ing workouts last fall," com- and consistency. So, we will be
gram. This enlarged program mented Assiante.
a fit team and a very competiwill surely help the players'
The team then took a blow tive team. We aren't as talented
skills as well as attract future when they heard that two of as all of the teams we are going
tennis stars to Trinity.
their top six players had decided to face, but we are going to be as
"We had a terrific fall tennis to transfer to other schools. fit as anyone we face.," said a
season. They went out there John Katz '98 transferred to the positive Coach Assiante. "These
and played a lot of challenge University of Georgia and Noah
see ASSAIANTE page 20

Hope For Easier Decision
.have^me^ittefcriiss toward
" -trie NESCAC. 1 think they're
afraid to Ir.t their athletic programs play at the next level"
It's no secret that the coachWhile rhe bittersweet
ing profession is full of tough memo!icsof 1995 remain with
decisions Bur lor anyone who R.inieri and his returning
need? further evidence, just ask teammates. Decker has focused
Rill DcJccr
his attention on his next, set of
Decker, head coach o! the decisions
baseball team, was forced by
With only indoor practices
New England Small College in the field house of the Ferris
Athletic Conference rules to Athletic Center by which to
choose to either accept or by- judge, the coach must decide
pass an mv itarion to the F.CAC who will fill the positions vatournament after finishing the cated by five senior starters
1995 reason wi f h a 21-12 record. who graduated in 1995 He
The NESCAC does not allow must do so before the team demember schools to play in parts on Friday for its spring
more than one postseason tour- irip to Fort Meyers, Florida.
nament, sr> playing the FCAC's.
The biggest question marks
which came lirst chronologi- come at first base und pitcher,
cally, would have eliminated the positions vacated by Al
the Bantams Irorn consider- Girbone'95. Carbonc who has
ation for rhe more pre stigious stayed wuh the program as an
NC
' A A tourney.
assistant to Decker, was co~
"We were going to be the •.cam MVP with Ranieii last
numivr-one teed and host lor year after leading the Bantams
the ECAC tournament." in bati'nj; average (.420). ERA
s
Decker said, "bm we decided to CJ.iOj. and pitching wins (6 ;.
sit and wan. and we weie not Righr-hander Rub Dow! mg'95
granted an NCAA bid It was a was 5-2 last year, meaning
1
decision made by our entire more than half of the ream * 21
program, hut rhe ultimate re- wins have graduated.
s|KHibihilitv for it lies with me.'
'After graduating 11 wins
So insteado! setting jschool last year, pitching i* probably
record for victories in a season. our biggest void," Decker said.
Trinity was forctjd to <;it rtt "And the first ba.se position is
home m mid-May. Despite wide open."
Deckers philosophical agreeExpected to compete for
ment with rhe league's stipula- spots in the rotation are seniors
tion, the situation did not sit Dave Henry and southpaw
well with tn-captain Mike Mark Popeleski, juniors Garth
Rained '96
Ballantyne and Adrian Softie,
"I think it's a ridiculous, rule.' a transfer from UMass. and
said Rjnicii. who is a co-cap- sophomoics Mike Chute and
scr PITCHISG page 22
tain "rve again in iyJo 'Isiiil
BY MARK MINFONE

